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A NE OF the many intriguing facets of
o o the desert is its many tales of lost
j p ledges, mines and treasures. The
Lost Cunsight has been a favorite of
many through the years dating back to
the Fortyniners. In this issue, historian
Harold O. Weight sheds what well might
be the last light on this legendary ledge.

For those who love the cool call of the
higher elevations during the hot sum-
mers on the low desert, Bill Jennings
tells about one of his favorite mountain
areas, Pinyon Flat. It has a lot to offer,
but a word of caution to all who enter the
woodlands: Keep ever alert of potential
fire hazards. The dry grasses could spell
disaster for large areas of precious
watershed.

While up in the pines, you might just
come across a Pinyon Jay, so K. L. Boyn-
ton brings us the latest word on this jolly
little bird.

Wayne Armstrong takes us from
pinyon to parasites in his concluding
article on these fascinating free-loaders;
Arizona's Painted Desert gets a nice
treatment from Charles Konopa, and B.
LynneZika reveals the enterprising new
life in an old ghost—Madrid, New
Mexico. Colorado also gets into the
picture this month with a visit to the
interesting cliff dwelling at Mesa Verde
by Ray Pomplun, and Dick Bloomquist
continues with his California Oases
series with a trip to Five Palms.

We've had many queries on how to ob-
tain geological information, so be sure to
catch Roger Mitchell's informative ar-
ticle on Page 12. And last, but not least,
"What's Cooking on the Desert?" —
Frijoles!—as only Stella Hughes can
cook 'em!
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by Carolyn Neithammer.

The original Indian plants used for
foods, medicinal purposes, shelter,
clothing, etc., are described in detail
in this fascinating book. Common
and scientific names, plus descriptions
of each plant and unusual recipes.
Large format, profusely illustrated,
191 pages. $4.95.

Please add 50c for postage/handling

California residents please add 6% Sales tax
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GaptttitaSunshitie
A marvelous new book about

John W. Hilton
"The Dean of American Desert Painters"

by
Katherine Ainsworth

Just one of the many beautifully reproduced Hilton paintings included in the book.

The Man Who Captured Sunshine is a biography of a
remarkable, modern day, Renaissance Man — John W. Hilton.

Though John Hilton is best known as the "Dean of American

Desert Painters," he is also a distinguished botanist, gemologist,

and zoologist. Hilton also is a noted writer and linguist, a guitarist

and singer.

The author, Katherine Ainsworth, makes no apology for the

"lack of objectivity" in writing this book... she has been a friend

and admirer of John Hilton for over thirty years. Katie's late

husband, Ed Ainsworth, was John Hilton's best friend for almost

as many years. This "labor of love" has resulted in a magnificent

book about a magnificent man.

The Man Who Captured Sunshine is inspirational... a

book which inspires one to overcome adversity, to achieve

excellence, to strive for a genuine joy of living. The reader will cry,

but more often will find himself/herself enjoying the pleasure of

hearty laughter, of grand adventure. The significance of this book,

above all else, lies in an impelling force which inspires the reader

to live a fuller, more meaningful, more joyous l i fe. . . to be a doer, a

creator, a giver.

TO PLACE ORDER:
Please send check or money order ($12.95 per copy)

DESERT MAGAZINE BOOK SHOP
P.O. Box 1318
Palm Desert, California 92260

California residents add 6% sales tax, and please enclose
50C for postage and handling.
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Traders

All books reviewed are available through the
Desert Magazine Book Shop. Please add 50c
per total order for handling and California
residents must include 6% state sales tax.
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SAND IN MY SHOE

/ !y He/en Bagley

Little first hand literature is available
on Twentynine Palms, California, but a

unique and enjoyable book, "Sand in My
Shoe," has just been published.

Twentynine Palms was known to white
men at least as early as the 1840s, and to
Indians of different tribes long before
that. Nothing was written about it until
the 1850s, so far as known. From the
1860s it was traveled and explored for
gold and a railroad route. Thereafter,
activities of miners and cattlemen made
it familiar to thousands of Southlanders.

But the remote oasis itself, until after
World War I, was called home by very
few. It is the men and women who went
there and lived as pioneers in the '20s
and '30s that "Sand in My Shoe" brings
vividly to life.

The woman who tells this multi-color-
ed story, like so many others who took
that far trip into an "unknown" desert,
left city comfort hoping her husband
Frank would find health. The young
couple had two small boys and a son a
few months old.

Frank, using his car's speedometer,
squared off 160 acres for their home-
stead. How the Bagleys lived in a garage
— the first structure Frank built—gradu-

WE'VE GOT IT ALL

Rancho Off-Road Center can supply all your 4x4 needs, from a push bar to a
Bla?er . . . and everything in between. If you're in the market for a 4x4 rig,
Rancho Chevrolet is right next door with a lot full of new and used 4x4
pickups and Blazers.

We've got it all!

BANCHQ
7028-DM Reseda Blvd.

Reseda, California91335
(213)345-5854

ated into a tenthouse bedroom, and
eventually developed the Plaza center of
town, is a portrait of what many —until
recent days —have thought of as the
American Way. But probably few today
have met the kind of basic challenges
that awaited these pioneers.

Because of its remoteness, this com-
munity's evolution, as portrayed in
"Sand," presents a microcosm of life
from a period far earlier than the '20s. It
is like using a telescopic lens to bring
into close focus a habitat and its human
characters —a view we normally see only
from a distance and through an histor-
ian's haze. What a study this period,
with its virtually self-contained commun-
ity, could have provided some socio-eco-
nomics researcher!

The desert life of which Helen Bagley
writes was compacted between two
world wars. These impacts alone shaped
the lives of these people to a consider-
able degree. And it was the physical ef-
fects on veterans of World War I that
brought them to the desert for healing.
Most of them, coming to the Oasis,
found an environment foreign to their
own experience and to that of their gen-
eration. It was like a fictional turning
back of the clock—they started all over
again the kind of pioneering through
which their ancestors had evolved.

Helen and Frank, as they operated
their pioneer homestead store in that
original garage (after they pushed the
double bed outside each day), saw the
gathering homesteaders, and miners in
from the hills, from a vantage few others
had. Frank soon was postmaster and was
helping newcomers locate homesteads.
Helen became librarian for the tiny
county branch, the shelf of books at first
wedged between hard-toed shoes, lan-
terns, ammunition and overalls. She
worked many years on the school board,
to bring the district out of its infancy. In
countless ways the Bagley store became
the heart of the community, even grub-
staker and banker.

The author knew the scores of people
in "Sand." Not all were stalwart and up-
right. But they are shown with an em-

Gold Mine Stock Certificate
Original, engraved 1906 issue. Collectors
item and conversation piece. Interesting
history included. $3 each. Order five and
we include 3 silver quarters free. Money
back guarantee.

K I M C O Box 469 Yreka, California 96097
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pathy that comes only from one who also
knew their hopes and the struggles they
had had along the way.

Included are the two cattlemen who
disputed a right of way until one died in
a blaze of gunfire . . . the Heidelberg U
graduate who fled his cultural back-
ground because "he once loved a
gypsy" . . . the homesteader who proved
up on his claim, but lost his mind . . . the
couple, working their mine alone, who
squeezed gold amalgam through an old
sock before sending it to the m i n t . . . the
constable who carried a gun only on
sheriff's orders, and who took a culprit
home to his wife's custody "because
most of them need a friend, not more
trouble," and the miner, too blind to tell
a snake from his walking stick, but who
heard music made by the wind in his
mountain.

Balancing adversities and depriva-
tions against the gains in health and sa-
tisfactions, Helen Bagley in summary
saw the hardships only as "sand in my
shoe."

The book is a minor classic, a distilla-
tion of a life style that to a large extent
had vanished decades before the start of
Twentynine Palms as a community.

Introduction by Harold and Lucile
Weight. Hardbound, 286 pages, 35
photos, $8.95.

BAJ A CALIFORNIA
AND ITS MISSIONS

By Tomas Robertson

This work provides a history of the
conquest of Baja California, beginning
with an unsuccessful attempt by Hernan
Cortes in 1534, followed by another fail-
ure by Padre Kino in 1683. Finally Padre
Salvatierraof the Jesuit Order arrived in
San Bruno, then moved to Loreto, where
the Mother Mission of the Californias
was founded in 1697.

This book traces the activities of the
Jesuits and later those of the Francis-
cans and the Dominicans. The story of
each mission is told, together with notes
on the present condition of each and how
to reach every one of these wilderness
churches.
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This book will be a delight to all of
those who are interested in the peninsula
of Baja California and the saga of the
mission fathers. It will be enjoyed by
arm-chair explorers but will be invalu-

able to those who may wish to visit these
almost forgotten churches of the lone-
some peninsula of Baja California.

Paperback, 96 pages, illustrated with
photos and maps, $3.50.

BLACK ROCK 4
desert

"Buck" Wheeler is widely
known as an authority on Nevada
history and geology. THE BLACK
ROCK DESERT is his 4th Caxton
book.

The unknown people who,
thousands of years ago, lived be-
side a large lake and left behind
puzzling evidences of their cul-
tures; the first white explorers;
the forty-niners who followed
Lassen's "Death Route"; the
desert's vicious Indian war; lost
mines; and the history of the
basin's big ranches are all in-
cluded in the fascinating story of
an unusual part of our earth,
Nevada's Black Rock Desert.

. $4.95Paper

The Caxton Printers, Ltd.
P.O. Box 700

Caldwell, Idaho 83605

Whether you see Lake Powell aboard one of our boats, or yours, you'll never forget this
"Grand Canyon with water'.' Plan your vacation with us.
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N THE early 1950s, when we were
frequent visitors in the Rand Mining
District, J ames B. Nosser was J ustice

of the Peace for Kern County's 10th
Judicial (Randsburg) Township. But Jim
had been a mining man much longer
than a jurist, and his little Justice Court
in Johannesburg was a favorite stopping
place. It showed clearly where Jim's
heart lay. On the shelf behind his desk, a
"Mining Engineers' Handbook" shoul-
dered the "California Penal Code." Writ
of process forms shared space with min-
ing location blanks. Rolled mining maps
were piled on top of legal file cabinets.

Mining won out.on Jim's stationery,
too. It identified him as JP, but also as
President of the Kern County Chapter of
the Western Mining Council, Chairman
of the Kern County Chamber of Com-
merce Mining Committee, and as a min-
ing consusltant and investigator. In his
career Jim has been an assayer at Jo-

burg, a mine owner, miner, prospector,
grubstaker. Mining ran in the family.
His uncle, J. J. Nosser, was co-discover-
er with Hamp Williams of the great Cali-
fornia Rand silver mine, at nearby Red
Mountain, which produced more than
$10,000,000.

In Jim's office, conversation was cer-
tain to work around to mines, miners,
and mining history. Nosser was widely
knowledgable about all three. He also
was what would now be called a "re-
source person" on lost mines. He was
not, however, the wide-eyed, gullible,
fact-shunning visionary that lost mine
enthusiasts are assumed to be. J im knew
that rich outcrops really were discovered
and for various reasons never again re-
located. He had assayed the ore from
such finds, and had attempted to find
some of them himself.

Naturally in Joburg—early gateway to
Death Valley—the Lost Gunsight would

>y HAROLD O. WEIGHT

come under discussion. While it is Hy-
dra-headed now, in the beginning the
story was simple enough. One of the
Fortyniners, while escaping across the
Panamint Mountains from Death Valley,
picked up a piece of native silver which
he later supposedly had made into a
front sight for his rifle.

Several of the Fortyniners authenticat-
ed this discovery of silver in the Pana-
mints. John B. Colton, a teen-age Jay-
hawker of '49, gave details in a letter to
the San Jose Patriot in 1895. On Christ-
mas Day 1849, Colton wrote, the Jay-
hawkers were camped on Salt Creek in
Death Valley. There was a snowbank in
sight of the mountains to the west—the
Panamints — seemingly about 10 miles
distant. The Jayhawkers, preparing to
climb to the snow, were making pack-
saddles for their oxen out of the side-
boards and spokes of their wagons.

While they worked they were briefly
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rejoined by a party of emigrants called
the "Georgians," who had separated
from their group some three weeks back
on the trail. The Georgians, heading for
the same snowbank, soon left for a direct
assault on the Panamints.

"We finished our packsaddles at sun-
set," Colton wrote, "and started on the
trail for the snowbank, expecting to
reach it by morning. This time the
mirage deceived us, and in our weak
condition we did not reach the snow until
the second morning about three o'clock
. . . The Georgia boys built signal fires to
guide us to camp and had plenty of
melted snow for us to drink.

"The Georgia boys were old silver
miners. They told us upon our arrival in
camp that there was immense wealth of
silver in sight of where we camped. One
of the boys showed me a chunk of black
rock that he held in his hands, and told
me that it was half silver, and that nearly
all the rock we were walking over was
very rich in silver, and that if we only
had provisions and water, and knew
where, there was all the wealth in sight
that we could ask."

Another young Jayhawker, William B.
Rood, who returned to Death Valley in
1869 to search for the Lost Gunsight—
after he had mined silver in southern
Arizona—also testified to the Georgians'
ore. " I held it in my hands," he said. " I t
was silver."

Most of us who believe in the Lost
Gunsight have theories about where it is,
or was. Jim Nosser was more positive
than that. He knew where it was, be-
cause he had rediscovered it.

"Back in the early 1920s," he said, " I
was associated with Tom Logan, well
known prospector and miner, and Ben
DeWitt. DeWitt heard of a discovery in
the Panamint Mountains near Emigrant
Springs, and requested food and equip-
ment co go over and investigate it. Logan
gathered more equipment, found a ride
out to Emigrant Springs and the two men
joined. It was agreed that if the ore
showed good values, I was to come on
out.

" A few days later the first samples
came in with a returning prospector. A
hurried assay showed that they ran from
150 to as much as 300 ounces in silver to
the ton. I sent the assay reports back.
And the values were so exceptional, the
character of the rock so very interesting,
I laid my other work aside. I made what
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This tunnel,
driven about

30 feet, but
not showing
evidence of
much ledge
material, in

area
between

Upper and
Lower

Emigrant
Spring fits

description
given by

judge
Nosser for
the one his

partners
started.

was in those days a rather hazardous trip
in a 1915 Ford without any top, the typi-
cal Model T that became so famous.

" I crossed over the Slate Range and
Panamint Valley, climbed the Panamint
Range, descended the other side toward
Death Valley, and approached the spot
now pretty well known as Upper Emi-
grant Springs. All at once, without warn-
ing, an old fellow stepped out from be-
hind some rocks and brush and covered
me with a .30-30. I threw up my hands
and just slid to a stop.

"The character who stopped me had a
huge red beard and hair down to his

This 1876
map of the

Surveys
West of the

100th
Meridian

shows four
silver mines
operating in

the area
where the

Lost
Cunsight

silver was
supposed to

have been
found by the
Death Valley
Fortyniners.

9

shoulders. He was very poorly dressed in
overalls and rough shirt, with a belt with
two revolvers strapped around his waist.
And the .30-.30 just remained trained on
me. When I got my breath I asked if this
was the way they greeted visitors.

" 'Well, ' he says, 'there's a big strike
down the canyon, and we want to know
who's coming in here.' I told him my
name, and he lowered the .30-.30. 'Well,
you're all right. Tom and Ben are
waiting for you.' "

Red Beard, whom Nosser found out
was an old Death Valley prospector
known as "Crazy Bob" Smith, got in to



A

Left: Looking down across
little valley with silver pros-
pects, between the two Emi-
grant Springs. Built up bit of
trail indicated by circle.
Smooth place foreground cen-
ter is dump from tunnel, white
patch right foreground, silver
prospect. Emigrant Canyon
runs through center of picture,
Tucki Mountain in background.
Right: Stretch of ancient built
up trail in canyon between Up-

,

the car and guided J im to a place in the
narrows near Lower Emigrant Spring.
They left the car and climbed the steep
hillside to where Logan and DeWitt had
dug a tunnel in 30 to 40 feet. They ex-
plained to Nosser that the rich ore he had
assayed had been found right beside the
tunnel face, scattered up and down the
steep slope. They had several powder
boxes of the ore—all picked up as
"f loat." They believed there was a con-
tact in the hill that had been covered
over with surface erosion until it was hid-
den, and the best way to find it was with
a cross-cut tunnel.

"So they didn't wait for my advice,"
Jim said. "Having sufficient powder and

material, they just started their tunnel.
They were great powerful men—they
weighed a total of 440 pounds —so they
had just about walked through that hill in
the short time since they had received
my assays. We went over where they
had found the float, and they showed me
their tracks, where they had carefully
worked the surface in picking it up.
Pretty soon, hunting, we picked up some
more of the ore.

"Finally I remarked that the ore had
been put there, because of the fractured
condition of the rock, the sharp edges it
showed. It hadn't washed any distance,
or weathered there. I explained to them
why I thought so, and showed them

pieces I was positive had been blasted.
Ben walked over to the powder boxes
and soon returned with several pieces
that showed definite powder burns.
Little as we knew about it, we agreed
that the burns were black powder, used
in early days for mining and muzzle-
loading rifles."

The men abandoned the tunnel, and
started searching the steep hill side,
working back and forth across the slope.
Logan discovered some rock work done
in a little turn in the canyon. They com-
menced to see the outline of a trail that
had once existed across the hillside.
They started following it up.

"Pretty soon I noticed a little handle

Left: Lower Emigrant Spring,
••• photographed about 1948, be-

fore all its water was appropri-
ated for use in Death Valley.

i f Right: Looking up Emigrant
Canyon. Upper Emigrant

, Springs out of sight, in cove
right center. Mine dump, right
foreground, marks one of early
silver mines in area. Far right:
James B. Nosser believed he
had rediscovered the famous
Lost Gunsight mine. Photo-
graphed in his Justice of the
Peace office in Johannesburg,
7957.

10
• • "
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per and Lower Emigrant P
Springs was wide for pack »
trains but too narrow for *
wagons or automobiles. It „.
ends abruptly just beyond jfj*
point shown at right, high H
above Emigrant Canyon. Tucki pi
Mountain in background. * A
Right: Looking across early sil- I
ver diggings at Tucki Moun- I
ta/'n. Emigrant Canyon runs J
/ust beyond light ridge, center. ^

sticking out of the ground," said Jim. " I
recognized it as the spoke of an old
wagon. I started digging around it care-
fully and finally got it uncovered. It had
been tied onto part of the rim of a light
wagon tire with what I later identified as
buckskin thongs. The rim had been
twisted into the shape of a pick, and the
ends sharpened. The wagon spoke had
been used as a handle.

" I knew than that whatever the source
of our ore, it was extremely old —dating
back possibly to the earlier emigrants.
Continuing up the trail I saw some little
diggings way up on the top of the hill,
and went directly to them. I found a kind
of half-underground excavation —rem-

nants of what a miner might term a stope
— from which it looked as if 50 or 60 tons
of rock had been removed.

" I went in, and looking around found
there was a little bit of the ore remain-
ing, sticking to the walls. Just scales —
but I recognized those scales as enor-
mously rich silver ore of the same char-
acter—horn silver—that we had found
down below. I picked off quite a number
of scales large enough to identify. There
was enough to secure an assay. The as-
say, which I made later, ran better than
4000 ounces of silver to the ton. It clicked
in my mind then that this possibly was
the old Lost Cunsight mine. That it was a
rich pocket, as so many Death Valley

mineral deposits are, and that the dis-
coverers had returned —or someone else
had found it—and worked it out. And
said nothing about i t . "

Nosser traced the old trail all the way
down. Its incline from stope to road was
very steep —about 40 degrees. The earth
was very soft. They sank right into it and
went over their shoes. Part way down,
above the canyon at a point of rocks, the
trail made a hairpin turn. It was below
this point that their rich rock had been
found.

"The ore evidently had been dragged
down on a sled," J im said, "by men, not

Continued on Page 39



Geological
Information and

Where
to

Find
It

^

by ROGER MITCHELL

answer their questions does not seem to
be available back home in the county li-
brary. Where do you turn now?

Practically every state in the Union
has an agency dealing with its mines,
geology, and mineral sources. Some-

SOONER OR LATER most rock- times these agencies have their offices
hounds, ghost town buffs, and only in the state capital; others, like Cali-
general desert explorers find they fornia, have branch offices in other

have questions about the rocks and min- major urban centers. Most of these
erals they have found, or mining areas agencies publish reports and maps
and curious rock formations they have which are often useful, and all will an-
visited. Somehow the information to swer written queries as best as possible.
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At the federal level of government,
there are two additional agencies con-
cerned with mines and geology. If you
can't get the information you want from
the state people, try the feds.

Listed below is an annotated source
for information pertaining to the mines
and geology of the southwest:

STATE AGENCIES

ARIZONA: Write to: Arizona Bureau of
Mines, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721. Upon request they will
send you a five-page brochure of avail-
able publications. This list includes some
two dozen bulletins and circulars as well
as 11 county geologic maps and a dozen
other miscellaneous geologic maps.

CALIFORNIA: Write to: California Divi-
sion of Mines & Geology, P.O. Box 2980,
Sacramento, California 95812. They also
have walk-in offices in Los Angeles,
Sacramento and San Francisco, where
library facilities and over-the-counter
sales are available. This agency pub-
lishes a long list of geologic publica-
tions, and some very interesting ones
cover California's desert areas. Their
monthly publication, California Geology,
is a bargain at 35 cents per copy or $3.00
per year by subscription. This 24-page
bulletin contains geologic articles writ-
ten so the layman can understand them
and it reviews new geologic publica-
tions from a wide variety of sources.

COLORADO: Write to: Colorado Geolo-
gical Survey, State Centennial Building,
Room 715, 1313 Sherman Street, Den-
ver, Colorado 80203. Upon request they
will send you a 20-page booklet giving a
little history of the Survey and a list of all
their publications.

NEVADA: Write to: Nevada Bureau of
Mines & Geology, Mackay School of
Mines, University of Nevada, Reno,
Nevada 89507. Upon request they will
send you a 12-page booklet of available
publications. They have a long list of
bulletins, reports, and maps. Of particu-
lar interest is their geologic guidebooks
and bulletins covering the geology and
mineral deposits of various counties.

NEW MEXICO: Write to: New Mexico

Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources,

Socorro, New Mexico 87801. Upon re-
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quest they will send you a 35-page book-
let of available publications. While many
of their bulletins and circulars are very
technical, they do have a dozen books
entitled Scen/c Trips To Geologic Past
which are inexpensive and useful to the
non-geologist reader and explorer of the
state.

UTAH: Write to: Utah Geological &
Mineral Survey, 606 Black Hawk Way,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108. Upon re-
quest they will send you a list of some
200 publications dealing with a wide
variety of geologic subjects. Most are in-
expensive, a few are free! Of particular
interest to Desert readers might be their
books on Utah's historic mining dis-
tricts, or their catalogue of mineral local-
ities. This agency also publishes Utah
Geology, a biannual publication (spring
and fall) covering a wide variety of
Utah's geologic topics. The price is
$3.00 for a single issue, or $6.00 per
year.

FEDERAL AGENCIES

The best source of general informa-
tion is the U.S. Geological Survey. In the
western states they have field offices in
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Salt Lake City, where their publications
and maps can be purchased over the
counter. Other offices in Anchorage,
Fairbanks, Menlo Park, and Spokane sell
only limited materials. All correspon-
dence and publication orders can be di-
rected to: Branch of Distribution, U.S.
Geological Survey, 1200 South Eads
Street, Arlington, Virginia 22202. They
are also the folks who publish those
colorful topographic maps at the inflated
price of $1.25 each for the 7% or 15 min-
ute series, $2.00 for the 1 -.250,000 series.
Topographic map indexes for each state
are free upon request. All USGS topo
map orders should be addressed to:
Branch of Distribution, U.S. Geological
Survey, Box 25286 Federal Center, Den-
ver, Colorado 80225. The number of
USGS publications in print at any given
moment runs into the thousands. Un-
fortunately, there is no up-to-date
master index available to the public. For
a free monthly list of new USGS publi-
cations, write to USGS at 329 National
Center, Reston, Virginia 22022 and ask
to be put on their mailing list.

The U.S. Bureau of Mines seems to

devote a lot of its energy on coal mine
safety in the East, but they do publish
Information Circulars, Report of Inves-
tigations, and other documents pertain-
ing to mines, mining districts, and
mineral resources of the West. Their ad-
dress is: U.S. Bureau of Mines, 2401
" E " Street, Washington, D.C. 20241.

There are also a number of privately
sponsored organizations like the Geolo-
gic Society of America, and the New
Mexico Geologic Society which have ex-
cellent publishing programs. Another
source of help is the Geology Depart-
ment at your local college or university.
Most of the professors feel a certain re-
sponsibility to the public at large and not
just their students. They will usually be a
willing and useful source of information
who can point you in the right direc-
t ion, if not actually answer your
questions.

So there you are, my friend, do not
despair. Somewhere, something has
probably been written about that old
mine, that curious rock formation, or
that strange mineral you found. The
answer may take a little research, but
with perserverance, an answer can
usually be found. •

Desert
Editor

the story of Randall Henderson
and Palm Desert

by f. Wilson McKenney

Desert Editor . . . the story of Ran-
dall Henderson and Palm Desert is a
story of a man who fulfilled a dream
and who greatly enriched the lives of
the people who love the West.

$795Hardcover,
illustrated
with 188 pages.

Please add 50c for postage/handling
Calif, residents please add 6%state sales tax

Send check or money order to:

, Magazine Book Shop
Box 1318, Palm Desert, California 92260
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NO. 21 IN A SERIES ON
CALIFORNIA PALM OASES

fidms
byDICKBLOOMQUIST

NE-TENTH OF a mile downstream
from the junction of Arroyo Salado

i and the Seventeen Palms tributary,
another set of wheel tracks leaves the
main wash on the right side; a state park
post marks the turn. The roadway curves
through bare clay hills whose natural-
ness has unfortunately been scarred by
the tracks of motorcycles and trail bikes.
We have already paused twice within the
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (at Tra-
vertine Palms and Seventeen Palms),
and since most of our remaining oases
also lie withtn its boundaries, perhaps a
few words are in order at this time re-
garding park rules and regulations.

Motor vehicles must keep to the roads
and established routes of travel (many
washes qualify as legal "routes of
travel"); camping is permitted almost
everywhere within the preserve's more
than half-million acres, but ground fires
and wood gathering are prohibited, as
are loaded firearms; fires may, however,
be built in containers off the ground; all
features, natural and man-made, are
protected by law, and digging for Indian
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One of the two surviving trees
at Five Palms in the Borrego Badlands.

Pencil sketch by author.

artifacts or removing them is illegal. A
complete set of rules may be obtained at
park headquarters or Borrego Palm Can-
yon Campground a few miles west of
Borrego Springs.

Four-tenths of a mile beyond Arroyo
Salado, we draw even with Five Palms.
A spur road forks to the right here,
ending almost immediately in a gulch
just below the oasis. (The main route
continues onto into Tule Wash and even-
tually passes the remarkable rounded
concretions of the Pumpkin Patch east of
the park boundary.)

The name "Five Palms" is no longer
accurate, but unlike Twentynine Palms,
Four Palm Spring, and other groves
which have increased in size since they
were named, the original quintet here
has dwindled to a deuce. The first
Washingtonia, a robust, full-skirted tree
about 22 feet tall, stands along a steep,
waterless gully on one of the mud hills. It
bore a bountiful crop of fruit on myriad
stalks when I passed by in late autumn,
and a bevy of house finches was chatter-
ing in the leafy crown. Someone had left
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a jug half-filled with water beside the
tree, extending a tradition already well
established at neighboring Seventeen
Palms. Three fallen trunks lie nearby;
they were dead but still erect when I first
saw the oasis in 1962.

The second palm, a veteran some 28
feet tall, grows 65 or 70 paces to the
southwest on the other side of a low
ridge. Its abbreviated fronds reveal a
weathered trunk nearly three feet in di-
ameter. This tree is the older and less
vigorous of the two, and numerous dead
leaves strew the ground around it. Storm

Mileage Log
0.0 Christmas Circle in Borrego

Springs. Drive east toward Salton
Sea on San Diego County Road S22.

6.8 Pegleg Smith monument to left of
road.

11.8 Enter Anza-Borrego Desert State
Park.

15.8 Junction. Turn right off S22 onto
Truckhaven Trail (dirt road). (For
travelers coming from the east,
this junction is 11 V2 miles west of
Salton City.)

16.0 Arroyo Salado Primitive Camp.
Four-wheel-drive advisable beyond
campground.

18.0 Junction. Truckhaven Trail turns
left. Continue straight ahead (right)
down Arroyo Salado.

19.5 Junction. Continue straight ahead
(left) down Arroyo Salado. (Right
fork leads to Seventeen Palms.)

19.6 Junction. Turn right, leaving Ar-
royo Salado.

20.0 Junction. Turn right.
20.0 +Roadway ends just below Five

Palms (elevation 400 feet above
sea level).

waters coursing down the normally dry
bordering gully have exposed its roots on
the uphill side, even tunneling through
them in two places.

In a moist draw several hundred feet
to the north, someone had planted a date
palm. Visible to the right of the roadway
about halfway between Arroyo Salado
and Five Palms, it stood seven feet tall in
February, 1977.

The sunstruck, alkali-encrusted clay
hills support only a suggestion of vegeta-
tion at the oasis —a bit of mesquite, a jot
of grass, a dash of desert holly. A fine
view of distant mountain ranges and a
portion of the Salton Sea can be enjoyed
from the hills' rounded summits, how-
ever. Closer at hand, a solitary Washing-
tonia pokes its head above the Badlands
a fraction of a mile southwest of Five
Palms. This is Una Palma, the next way
station along our oasis trail. •
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RELIVE THE EXCITEMENT OF THE OLD WEST!

Travel through gold rush boomtowns and frontier settlements . . . meet the
prospectors and cowboys, the merchants and fast-buck entrepreneurs that
made settling the West unforgettable. Nell Murbarger brings the true West to
life in a way no one else could. She trekked more than a quarter of a million
miles through mountains and desert to interview every living person who could
tell her about the way things really were. She wove their stories around photo-
graphs and maps, and the result was fascinating books that will bring the smell
of sagebrush right into your living room. These long out-of-print volumes are
now available in soft-cover, identical in content to the original versions.

SOVEREIGNS
OF THE SAGE

True stories of people and
places in the great sagebrush
kingdom of the Western United
States.
Soft Cover $7.95

GHOSTS OF THE
ADOBE WALLS

Authentic stories of hundreds of
mining camps and ghost towns
in Arizona. Great for treasure
hunters and explorers.
Soft Cover $7.95

Calif, residents please add
6% state sales tax

Please add 50c lor Postage/handling

ss or THE
E WAI 15

ORDER FROM

Desert Magazine Book Shop
. P.O. Box 1318. Palm Desert. California 92260 A
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ARIZONA'S
PAINTED
DESERT

by CHARLES KONOPA

HEN YOUR wheels are running quick and smooth on the interstate highway,
with its hypnotic reduction of time and distance into mere ciphers, it would
seem unthinkable that a wilderness of nature could actually exist within earshot

of your car's exhaust. But in northeastern Arizona such a wilderness actually does
exist. There, barely out of sight of the hurrying cars on Interstate 40/U.S. Highway
66, is the Painted Desert. The desert is colored like Noah's rainbow. It is also road-
less, rugged and unpeopled.

At a point 70 miles west of the Indian town of Gallup, New Mexico, and 27 miles
east of the Mormon town of Holbrook, Arizona, Interstate 40/U.S. Highway 66 rolls
through what many a motorist puts down as a xeric steppe seemingly devoid of life.
The prospect at first glimpse is as forlorn as Mongolia. Yet is is precisely at this
point that the motorist who will shake off the hypnotic spell of the interstate convey-
or belt and detour a mile through the brush will come upon the glory of the Painted
Desert. The contrast is as dramatic as a clap of thunder.

You turn off the interstate at a white-on-green signboard pointing to "Petrified
Forest National Park." Half a mile along a narrow paved road, a park headquarters
appears on the right. A flag is fraying in the gusts which are combing the parking lot
of its accumulation of cigarette butts and gum wrappers. There is a sprawl of low
boxy buildings enclosed by long high brick walls. Zigzagging up the walls are
fissures made by earthquakes and the uneasy footing of a soil made unstable by its
contents of bentonite. The cracks in the walls—new ones develope while old ones
widen alarmingly—are runways for mice and rabbits and the rattlers that dine on
the mice and the rabbits.

In the visitor center a pretty blonde receptionist hands you a free park map and
explains that a fee for visiting the park will be collected at the entrance station out-
side. The fee is one dollar a carload. For another dollar she sells us This is Painted
Desert, a booklet of illustrations with captions in the haiku manner. Back on the
park road, then a pause at the entrance station, where the fee is taken by a ranger.
Then you drive onward a minute or two to where the endless gray flats terminate
abruptly on top of a cliff.

You park at an overlook and walk
across glassy shards of gypsum to the
rim. Sightseers from Omaha are snap-
ping pictures, and a reluctant small boy
is being scolded back to safety by his
mother. The cliff swoops down, losing a
couple of hundred feet in altitude. At its
base it merges with a landscape that is
exotic in form and color. This is the
southern edge of the Painted Desert.

The desert runs north and west into
the Navajo and Hopi Reservations. It is a
textbook example in geological chaos.
Rows of coral-tinted hills, seamed by fis-
sures and pocked with holes, are arrayed
in disorderly procession. There are
ledges of tawny and white sandstone and
broken-off slabs lying about in untidy
piles. In the gullies rest fractured pink
and black logs of petrified /Araucar/'oxy-
lon arizonicum, a stately evergreen tree
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A colorful wilderness
exists just

out of sight beyond
Interstate 40 in Arizona.

Photos courtesy of
the National Park Service.
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then vanishes in atoms of exploded sap
and cellulose. A tremendous bang
follows. For a quarter hour rain
descends.

Dust and loose sand are washed from
the eroding formations, whose colors
brighten and sparkle cleanly. Now a
marvelous thing happens: the rain
loosens the surfaces, and liquified earth
in all its tints is homogenizing and begin-
ning to pour into the ravines and draws
and arroyos and washes. Presently the
desert's arteries f i l l with frothing
streams of pink and maroon.

Minutes after the heavy rain passes
the streambeds begin to dry. The blood-
like streams recede. The sun shows over-
head; its rays bore through the thinning
clouds and like searchlights play in
silence upon the damp ground. As twi-
light comes on the day's bright colors
deepen to magenta, at length fading into
neutrality. With night the badlands
become masses of dark immobile crouch-
ing beasts and Gaudi-like oratories.

Petrified Forest National Park is not

Typical bentonite formations. Horizontal
bands denote the presence of red and
yellow iron oxides, manganese and other
minerals that make the Painted Desert
so colorful.

the only place from which the Painted
Desert may be visited. But it is the most
accessible, as well as being a likely
jump-off point for backpacking or horse-
back trips in this primitive wilderness.
Nine overlooks spotted along five miles
of park road give views of the desert.

In its entirety, Painted Desert is of
very respectable extent, being roughly
150 miles in length while ranging from
about 10 to 30 miles in width. It is situat-
ed along the right banks of the Puerco
and the Little Colorado Rivers, from a
little east of the park to the region south-
east of the Grand Canyon of the Colora-
do. The fractional tract of Painted Desert
— some 67 square miles—that is enclos-
ed by the park's boundaries has been de-
signated by Washington, D.C., as a
wilderness area. It contains the 'Black
Forest," an impressive deposit of petri-
fied trees, some of which are truly black
as carbon.

The desert is not a single continuous
swath. Through the forces of erosion it
has been carved from the mile-high pla-
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teaus of Arizona into a series of basins;
separating the basins are corridors of
short-grass plain, on which sheep and
cows graze and dirt roads straggle.
Seeps and intermittent springs occasion-
ally burst forth in the basins. Their
trickles give life to tiny oases, which
nourish small herds of deer and antelope
and the ubiquitous hares, coyotes and
ravens. There are almost surely a
manada or two of wild horses, though
the Hopi and Navajo, on whose reserves
the greater part of the desert lies, are not
telling. The godfatherly Bureau of Indian
Affairs has meager sympathy for the
casual tolerance of native Americans to-
wards grass-eating wildlife. Counter-
productive.

Around the turn of the century, out-
laws—most of them stock rustlers-
found temporary haven in the desert's
badlands. Solitude and the lack of pot-
able water generally evicted those the
sheriffs and Indian police could not. In
the 1920s and 30s a gang of car rustlers
would spirit away autos in the quiet of
the night from the mom-and-pop tourist
cabins on U.S. 66 and cache them where
they could be stripped unmolested. Parts
of Model Ts and As and Nashes molder
still in hidden canyons.

Nature's relentless wearing away of
the Painted Desert (a geologic study of
one site showed it disintegrating at the
quite awesome rate of a quarter inch a
year, most of it destined to wind up in
Mexico's Sea of Cortez), does not
encourage plants to take roots and
flourish. Neither does it encourage habi-
tation by man. Not in this age, certainly,
although in the bygone times of sturdy
foot travelers, the Anasazi, those ancient
ones, built rudimentary homes here from
sandstone blocks and chunks of petrified
wood, and pecked out mysterious petro-
glyphs on the rocks in the lulls between
corn planting and rabbit hunts.

So the Painted Desert remains very
much as it was when the early Indians,
and later the Spanish soldiers, first saw
it —not for any permanent use, but fas-
cinating, and painted like a trollop whose
desolation remains to be discovered.
Halchiitah, "amidst the colors," is the
name the Navajo have given this wilder-
ness, and it is revered as part of their an-
cestral homeland. The whites haven't
found any better use for it yet.

The Painted Desert remains America's
wilderness by the interstate. •
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COOK BOOKS
For the outdoor enthusiast,
and those who like to flavor
their life with the unusual

ROUGHING IT EASY by Dian Thomas, puts
the fun back into camping with easy and
economical ways to prepare foods, equip a
campsite and organize a camping trip. Pa-
perback. 203 pages, $5.95.

AMERICAN INDIAN FOOD AND LORE by
Carolyn Neithammer. Original Indian plants
used for foods, medicinal purposes, etc., de-
scribed, plus unusual recipes. Large format,
191 pages, profusely illustrated, $4.95.

DUTCH OVEN COOK BOOK by Don Holm.
New and exciting culinary adventures in
Dutch Oven cooking. Heavy paperback, 106
pages, $4.95.

ARIZONA COOK BOOK by Al and Mildred
Fischer. Unusual recipes for Indian cooking,
Mexican dishes, Western specialties. Unique
collection. Paperback, 142 pages, $3.00.

CACTUS COOK BOOK compiled by Joyce L.
Tate. An excellent selection of recipes that
emphasize their edible or potable qualities.
Also includes chapter on Food Preservation.
Paperback, 127 pages, $2.00.

SOURDOUGH COOKBOOK by Don and
Myrtle Holm. How to make a sourdough
starter, and many dozens of sourdough re-
cipes. Paperback, 136 pages, illus., $4.95.
CITRUS COOK BOOK by Glenda McGillis.
An unusual and outstanding treasury of
citrus cookery. Includes tips on freezing,
juicing and shipping. Paperback, spiral
bound, $2.00.
CALIFORNIA COOK BOOK by Al and Mil-
dred Fischer. Recipes divided into "Early
California," "California Fruits," "California
Products," "Sea Foods" and "Wine Cook-
ing." 400 more unique collections by the
Fischers. Paperback, 142 pages, $3.00.

Please add 50c per total order
for postage and handling

California residents please aacl 6% Sales tax

Send check or money order today to

Magazine Book Shop

P. O. Box 1318
Palm Desert, California 92260
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Mesa Verde

Dramatic
Lnk

to the
Past

S OUTHWESTERN COLORADO IS
home of the finest prehistoric Indian
dwellings in North America. And the

Anasazi (people who went before) are re-
sponsible, with archaeological findings
extending their culture farther and far-
ther into the arid deserts of south-
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western United States.
According to Ute Indian legend, these

people were once animals living within
the bowels of the earth, assuming
human form after climbing to the upper
world on a giant cornstalk. They flour-
ished.for better than 1,000 years, devel-

oping a civilization which blossomed
during Europe's Dark Ages. Without ex-
periencing a gradual decline their cul-
ture disappeared, leaving many ques-
tions unanswered. Not even Indians first
contacted by whites could explain their
leaving. Cliff houses, their last spectacu-
lar homes, lay empty when Spain's
Coronado explored the four-corner area
and their descendants perhaps are scat-
tered throughout Arizona and New
Mexico.

Clothed with pinon, juniper and thick
vegetation, the high plateau was first
called Mesa Verde by early Spaniards.
Rising abruptly 2,000 feet from the floor
of Montezuma Valley in the north, it
slopes south to' an expanse of bluffs
1,000 feet high, cut by steep and almost
parallel canyons. From a distance the fif-
teen-by-eight-mile mesa looks level,
with ravines and sheer-walled gorges
going unnoticed.

Early occupants of the area were prim-
itive Mongoloid hunters who had follow-
ed the sun across the Asiatic land
bridge, drifting down from northwestern
Canada about 10,000 years ago. Cultural
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available. These peaceful habits, per-
haps, were instrumental in their downfall
as warlike tribes drifted down from the
north during the 12th century. To the
Navajo, Anasazi meant "the old ones"
and when visiting New Mexico and Ari-
zona towns of Acoma, Zuni and others,
the hardy Indian culture from which they
came is still visible.

While natives were farmers living in
caves on the mesa top and canyon floor,
their culture also featured an excellent
type weaving, using turkey feathers as a
base. In the following centuries architec-
tural improvements were made, fired
pottery developed, bows and arrows,
awls, nets for hunting and tools for til l-
ing the soil came in to existence. People,
congregating in larger communities out-
side the caves, built pit houses partially
above and below ground. Nevertheless
through the centuries it was the old cul-
ture developing, not a new people taking
over.

The Pueblo Period from 750 to 1100
A.D. was a time of prosperity when more
attention was paid to farming. Came was
still hunted, wild seeds gathered and
stored but emphasis rested on tilling the
soil and beans were added to the crop list
of corn, cotton and squash. During the

progress was slow for several thousand
years and the Anasazi cycle, as we know
it, began at the time of Christ when a
group known as the Basket Weavers set-
tled in shallow caves on the canyons'
floor. They eked out a livelihood hunting
the mesa's smaller game and peak de-
velopement was reached in Colorado,
Utah, New Mexico and Arizona between
the 11th and 13th centuries. Because of a
difference in head shape, an early theory
claimed two tribes responsible for cultur-
al advances over the centuries. But an-
thropologists now maintain use of cradle
boards, merely a fad in later centuries,
caused the flattened heads.

Being a quiet, peace-loving people, re-
maining calm when differences arose in
their society, progress was accomplished
through group action. A democratic exis-
tence was instituted when an exchange
of ideas was permitted in both religious
and social life. And by this characteris-
tic, they're considered the first democra-
tic government in North America. Spe-
cific weapons for war were never made
and if attacked, the ancient Anasazi de-
fended themselves with whatever means
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/Above: Nestled in
the caves of Mesa
Verde, cliff house
construction offered
the full range of
Anasazi architec-
ture. This was the
Classic Age and
these citadels grew
out of the basket
weaver culture 1,000
years before. Right:
Members of the
1874 exploratory ex-
pedition descending
into Mancos canyon.
Photos courtesy of
the State Historical
Society of Colorado.
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Tours in or near
Canyonlands National Park
•ISLAND IN THE SKY 'WASHERWOMAN
•WALKING ROCKS 'MONUMENT BASIN
•ARCHES NATIONAL PARK
•ONION CREEK 'HURRAH PASS
•GEMINI BRIDGES •ROCKHOUNDING

Half Day, Full Day and Special
Tours at Reasonable Rates

Unfolded, framable 16"x22" stereographic map of
Canyonlands and Arches National Monuments

and Monument Valley
$1.50 each, Postpaid

LIN OTTINGER'S TOURS
Moab Rock Shop, 137 N. Main, Moab, Utah 84532

Phone [8011 259-7312 for Rmervatlons
Walking Rocks in Canyonlands

Cave Paintings of Bafa
The first definitive book on the art of prehistoric peo-
ple which has long been neglected by historians,
archaeologists and artists. Forty pages of color re-
productions of some of the finest of the cave paint-
ings, 70 sketches of figures which appear in various
colors on cave walls in four mountain ranges.
Hardcover, $18.50.

Send check or money order today to Please add 50c for

mftii^L. Magazine Book Shop California regents
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By Harry Crosby
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"HE (U.WMS D'O HflVf TROUBLE WITH H'S SPOILING?

latter half of this period the huge pueblo
dwellings atop the mesa, in Mancos and
Chaco Canyons were built. They were
massive structures with multiple dwell-
ings attached on the same or additional
levels and could be called North Ameri-
ca's first apartment houses. Mesa Verde
became densely populated and occupants
were content to remain in huge commun-
ity-housing and worship in magnificent
underground kivas. But prosperity at-
tracted northern warlike tribes.

Later, perhaps for security reasons,
the Anasazi retreated to caves between
the floor and rim of canyons, construct-
ing fortress-like structures known today
as cliff dwellings. Huge sandstone slabs,
taken from the mesa top and pueblos,
were lowered over cliffs and used as
building material. This final period of
Anasazi culture, known as the Golden or
Classic Age, commenced in mid-12th
century. Their beehive apartments were
a maze of hundreds of units under one
roof. Largest and best known of these is
the Cliff House with its eight levels and
corner rectangular tower reaching from
the ground through the eighth floor. By
this time masonry had been so perfected
that this unusual structure contained the
full circle of Anasazi architecture. And
today, after seven centuries of abandon-
ment, it shows surprisingly few signs of
deterioration.

For decades Spanish under Coronado,
de Onate and de Niza roamed the South-
west, leaving no account of having seen
the mesa or its ruins. In the year of our
independence, Padre Escalante, viewing
the mesa from a distance but failing to
climb to the top, gave it today's name.
And not for years after United States
wrested the region from Mexican control
was an attempt made at exploration.
Nearly a century following Escalante, an
American archeological expedition found
+he ruins in Mancos Canyon but Mesa
Verde's magnificent cliff houses went
unnoticed. It remained for two cowboys,
hunting strays in a blizzard in 1888, to be
the first known white men to wonder at
the majesty of the world's now famous
Cliff House.

Life for the Anasazi was a continual
struggle for water and in tramping the
mesa top and canyon floors one still sees
their efforts to trap rain and hold the pre-
cious soil. With a limited supply of both,
these prehistoric farmers were expert at
nursing crops to maturity. Men were
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farmers, hunters, weavers and perform-
ed religious rituals while women were
millers, bakers, potters and assisted
with building construction. The modern
Anasazi refer to their "mother's house"
and "father's f ie ld," a throwback to the
old belief one owns the place where he or
she spends most time.

Much remains unknown of these
ancient people and reconstruction of
their history is possible only through a
method devised by Dr. E. A. Douglas, a
scientist at the University of Arizona.
His "calendar tree" technique, measur-
ing time by tree rings of timbers taken
from pueblo and cliff house construction,
made possible dating different periods of
their development. And it's also a key in
determining the reason for leaving their
mesa home. On achieving the highest
degree of advancement they had walked
away from 1,000 years of culture. Why?
Earlier theories claimed these ancient
Indians had, in some way, become ex-
tinct. But examination of their bone
structure proves it so closely resembles
that of present day southwestern Indians
that the claim of a lost super race is
dispelled.

Then, what was the reason for their
departure? Several theories exist but in
the end perhaps it was a combination of
many. Nevertheless one thing is certain.
During the last 25 yeas of the 13th
century this area suffered a severe,
prolonged drought. Cotton, corn and
beans withered, wild seeds and berries

• shrank and drinking water became
scarce. Since the mesa's population ex-
ceeded 70,000, starvation became a stark
possibility. Perhaps a slow migration
was taking place before the drought and
accelerated during those last 25 years.

There are several indications these
last decades were troubled times. Pres-
sures from warlike nomadic tribes and
unfriendly neighbors were growing and
defensive positions of many dwellings
suggest a strife of a sort. Evidence as to
the identity of these marauders is scant
but they're believed to be forebearers of
Utes, Navajos, Apaches and Kiowas who
remain hostile toward today's pueblo
people. Perhaps this ill feeling was of
local origin, clan against clan or clan
units against large cities, but there's no
sign of a siege. Was there an epidemic?
Again, proof is lacking but characteris-
tics and habits of modern Anasazi indi-
cate they wouldn't abandon their homes
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Cliff Palace, gem of the Anasazi culture, is 100 feet high and 300 feet long. It con-
tained 200 bed and storage rooms, 22 kivas [religious ceremonial rooms] and
cooking was done on the outside. Photo courtesy Colorado State Historical Society.

for this reason. Others suggest an undo-
ing not only from drought but from sand.
Material eroding from soft sandstone in-
struments used in grinding, found its
way into the diet causing bad teeth, gas-
tric disorders and severe rheumatism at-
tacks. An examination of mummified re-
mains shows signs of suffering from
these modern infirmities. Those holding
this theory believe mesa residents suf-
fered constant ill health after reaching
30.

Regardless of reasons, the "ancient
ones" dispersed from their "green
table," settling in an arc stretching from
the upper Rio Grande south to the Zuni
region in west central New Mexico. A

group also established a village cluster
near the present day Hopi reservation in
northern Arizona. In their new homes,
Mesa Verde's once great people never
reached their former grandeur. What-
ever reason they had for leaving, their
cultural life failed to recoup from as-
saults experienced at their former home,
and farming Indians never moved in
after "the ancient ones" moved out. In
their religious world all magical things
went by fours and perhaps they believed
evil spritis had entered their country
forcing out the good. With victory of evil,
attack of powerful enemies, rivers going
dry and crops turning to dust, it was time
for them to move on. •
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of Palm Desert, California.

by BILL JENNINGS

OTORISTS BOUND in mid-summer
y for the seductive, air-conditioned

pleasures of Palm Springs or the
fishing eden of Salton Sea rush right by
historic Pinyon Flats on California State
Highway 74, the Palms-to-Pines route,
without realizing they are bisecting an
historic benchland that has served in re-
cent decades as the desert's cooling-off
spot.

It's probably just as well, because the
relatively late-arrival denizens of what is
now called Pinyon Pines relish their pri-
vacy. So much so, that they complained
collectively a year or so ago when the
Riverside County Road Department
paved their principal streets. They liked
the old winding dirt lanes that took de-
tours to avoid ancient pinyon pines or
particularly large granite rocks.

Pinyon (we'll use the Anglo spelling of
this fine old Spanish word meaning little
pines) hasn't been a retirement village
very long. It became one about 20 years
ago when many of its erstwhile seasonal
residents from the Coachella Valley be-
gan to retire and convert their seasonal
homes into permanent residences. At
about the same time, Pinyon was discov-
ered by many other people and its emer-

gence as a year-round community was
assured.

Now, the community has a common
meeting place and purpose in the form of
a volunteer fire department and a new,
$50,000 state and county fire station
installed two years ago.

In the years immediately before and
after World War II, Pinyon drew its sum-
mer population from the hot desert val-
ley below because it was the first flat
place high enough (4,000 feet) to offer
much relief from the summer heat and
also had room for cabin sites. It is an
oasis of cooling green, pinyon pines,
scrub oak and juniper, blessed with a
spotty water supply adequate for domes-
tic use in all but the most serious
drought years.

Long before the summer rush, Pinyon
Flat was known primarily as cattle range
and mineral prospecting territory, to
about the end of the Civil War. The first
users were members of the Arnaiz family,
mountain pioneers, and their descen-
dants, Jim Wellman and his family, still
run range-wild cattle there.

Along with the cattle grazing —signs
of which are found mainly on the slopes
of Asbestos Mountain at the north end of

the Flats —there was sporadic prospect-
ing and some actual mining. This has
continued as recently as World War II,
witness the open pit dolomite mine just
south of the Sugar Loaf Cafe and store
and the fire station on State Highway 74
Several asbestos claims are still on the
books of the U S. Bureau of Land Man-
agement (BLM), federal custodians of
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the mining laws.
The late Elmer Dunn, a longtime

spokesman for the Western Mining
Council in its running battle with the
BLM and the National Park Service over
closure of mining sites in the Joshua
Tree National Monument, was a Pinyon
Flats asbestos miner, with several claims
and an old cabin remaining as evidence

of his long tenure. Dunn died about 25
years ago and his cabin more recently
was refurbished as a pleasant year-
round residence.

The U.S. Forest Service recently mod-
ernized its 29-space Pinyon Flats Camp-
ground, which remains in the primitive
status but has toilets, running water,
tables and charcoal stoves. The water is

excellent. The camp is attractively
framed by the finest pinyon pine forest
in Southern California so the view alone
is worth any inconvenience.

The campground is part of the San
Jacinto Mountains District oi the San
Bernardino National Forest and some
times may be full in mid-summer. A call
to the Idyl I wi Id ranger station is in order
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before you make the long trip up scenic
but winding Highway 74, known locally
as the Palms-to-Pines Highway. If Pin-
yon is full, there are county camps at
Idyllwild and Lake Hemet, 25 and 20
miles to the northwest. There are
smaller federal sites further up Santa
Rosa and Toro peaks, which are reached
by Forest Service Route 7S02, the high-
est public road in Riverside County.

Roadside camping is not allowed any-
where ih the forest, partially due to
perennial summer fire problems, made
much more restrictive this summer due
to heavy winter rains. Near record-level
downpours helped spur the heaviest
chaparral growth in local history and
ended a record drought that had plagued
the high country since World War II.

The 15-mile road up Santa Rosa, from
State Highway 74 five miles west of Pin-
yon Flat, is a spring-busting dirt track
much of the time, except right after the
Forest Service grader passes through
each spring. By late summer, the narrow
road usually disintegrates into a semi-
passable rocky trail. Heavy campers and
travel trailers are definitely not recom-
mended. This road also is the access to
an isolated section (640 acres) of the
Santa Rosa Indian Reservation, off-limits
except to hikers and service trucks for
the several communications firms that

An old [circa 1910] photo of Lake Hemet
in the San Jacinto Mountains. This big
reservoir on the south fork of the San
jacinto River provides irrigation water
for several thousand acres of farmland in
the San Jacinto Valley, near Hemet.
26 Desert/ August 1978

have antennae for radio and television on
the 8,716-foot summit.

Toro's view is worth the short hike
from the cable-lock gate near Virgin
Spring. To the south, you see well into
northern Baja California, Mexico; to the
west, San Diego Bay, the Coronado Is-
lands on a clear day, and to the east, the
lower Colorado River Valley near Yuma.
Only to the northwest is the view obscur-
ed by the 10,805-foot bulk of neighboring
Mt . San Jacinto, highest point in
Riverside County.

Camping on Santa Rosa is difficult.
There are only three official sites at the
Forest Service's little Santa Rosa Spring

Pinyon Flat campgrounds, maintained
by the U.S. Forest Service, offers a cool
haven for desert residents at 4000-foot
elevation in the Santa Rosa Mountains.

Campgrounds, four miles back down the
road from Toro. Other sites at Stump and
Cedar Springs are for picnicking and fall-
seasonal use by hunters.

The historic area north of Pinyon Flats
is accessible by several rocky Forest Ser-
vice truck trails and the improved Palm
Canyon Road, which reaches a locked
gate at the entrance to Palm Springs
Atajo, a private enclave three miles
north of State 74. All of these are well-
marked and detailed on the San Jacinto
district maps available f romjhe Forest
Service.

One spur reaches both the old Asbes-
tos Spring, flowing fitfully with good
water last spring, and the partially
ruined Arnaiz cattle holding corral. Fish
and game biologists have added a wild-
life water tank near the old cattle water
trough at the spring and it's a good place
to spot deer and other game animals.

There's no trace of the old line shack
that used to hide in the pinyons near the
spring but the writer found a few boards
and bolts from an old spring wagon there
several months ago.

Asbestos wasn't the only somewhat
exotic mineral sought in the Pinyon area,
although gold glory holes were the most
common activity. The dolomite mine
south of Route 74 has been active off and
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on for many years, the most recent spurt
resulting from a demand for the crushed
white marble as roofing rock. The old
mine is at the trailhead of the Forest Ser-
vice's most remote foot and horseback
tour of the Santa Rosas, the Cactus
Springs Trail, 5E01. It offers a rigorous
alternative route from the San Jacinto-
Santa Rosa range to the Salton Sea by
way of Martinez or Agua Alta canyons,
two of the most rugged gorges on the
east side of the range. In mid-summer,
however, the hiker or horseman is urged
to stop before passing either Cactus or
Agua Alta springs, five and nine miles
from the highway, respectively.

For one thing, neither spring is a re-
liable summer water source, although
both produced canteen-sized flows ear-
lier this wet year. Summer hiking is not
recommended in the arid Santa Rosas
due to high temperatures, dubious water
supply and lack of trail maintenance. In
the neighboring San Jacintos, hikers and
horsemen don't have these problems,
but they will need trail reservations to
use the wilderness areas of both the
national forest and the adjoining state
park.

The lure of Pinyon Flat isn't restricted
to hikers and horsemen. Numerous high-
crown dirt roads offer diversion to the
careful driver but recent off-road vehicle
restrictions adopted by the Forest Ser-
vice apply to the Cactus Spring area.
Motorcyclists hastened the restrictions

Dexter
Mayne,

longtime
San Jacinto
Mountains

miner,
empties his

sample sack
outside his

Hemet Belle
mine high

above Garner
Valley,

which is in
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background.
Mining

formerly
was a major

activity in
the San
Jacinto-

Santa Rosa
ranges.

several years ago when they damaged an
Indian village site near the Cactus
Spring junction by doing "wheelies"
over the surface site.

Accommodations other than campsites
are non-existent at Pinyon Flat, although
motels are available at Idyllwild, in the
nearby Coachella Valley and in limited
supply at the village of Anza, 15 miles to
the west on State Highway 371.

The most attractive alternative camp-
ing areas near Pinyon Flat are at Lake
Hemet, in the Garner Valley about 15
miles northwest. Here the county and
Lake Hemet Municipal Water District
operate high-class trailer and camper
areas—but again, demand often exceeds
space available so advance reservations
are necessary. The district has an office
at the lake and the nearby Herkey Creek
County Park also is staffed fulltime.
There is a store and gas station adjoining
the lake.

There are overflow Forest Service
campgrounds on nearby Thomas Moun-
tain with lovely vistas of white fir and
pine stands. Water, however, must be
brought by the camper during summer.
Open fires are prohibited here also due
to the chronic fire danger.

Whatever attractions bring the visitor
to Pinyon Flats and environs, the
desert's summer home, visitors are
urged to confine their picnicking and
camping to public facilities. Much of the
land is private and by law doesn't have
to be posted as such.

The greatest worry to residents and
park-forest officials alike, is fire. Several
major blazes have occurred in recent
years and in the semi-desert environ-
ment of Pinyon Flat, regrowth is slow.
Be a welcome and appreciative summer
visitor in the desert's high country
neighbor, but watch those smokes and
matches! •
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MADE UP of a motley crew of loud-
mouthed crows, jays and magpies,
the Corvidae family is not known for

shy and retiring ways. In fact, these are
very brash and noisy fellows, bright of
eye, alert, and no bird-brains when it
comes to knowing how to make the most
of their circumstances. Take the pinon
jays, for example, who prosper in the
face of uncertain food supplies and a
most unpredictable and variable envi-
ronment.

Maybe the pinon jays got off to a good
start by being not exactly jays and not
exactly crows, the end result something
perhaps more efficient than either. Dull
blue in color, they have the jay trap-
pings, but they are shaped more like
crows with their shorter tails, and when
on the ground the adults tramp about
with crow-like decorum, never with the
nervous hopping of jays. Behavior-wise,
they have adopted some of the social pat-
terns of Old and New World Corvids and
New World jays and what emerges from
this combination is a bird society both
complex and highly advantageous to the
pin jay clan.

Its members rejoice in a variety of
names. Their scientific handle is gym-
norhinus cyanocephalus (naked nose-
blue head) referring to their featherless
nostrils and to their head which is darker
blue than their overall blue coloring.
They are known as Maximilian's Jay
after the fellow who first brought them to
scientific attention, and further as blue
crows, which is getting pretty close.
Finally, they are called pinon jays for the
very sound reason that they hang around
in flocks where pinon pines grow. In fact,
this tree is virtually the cornerstone in
their social set-up. So close is their rela-
tionship with the pinon that the scarcity
or abundance of its seed crop determines
where these jays are going to be. Years
of poor seed production in their home
area sets them to wandering, perhaps
ending up many hundreds of miles away
in places where they may never have
been seen before.

The pinon jays have taken the crow
tribe's flock idea and built it into some-
thing magnificent. A flock of 25-125 of
these jays is not unusual, time was when
1000 would be the number. A closely knit
unit, the pinon jay flock is maintained
the year around, the birds foraging to-
gether, roosting together and in the pro-
per season, raising their young together
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in colonial style nesting.

Headquartered in the pinon-ponderosa
belts of the mountains and down onto the
pinon belts of the desert ranges, each
flock has its home range. Within this,
there may be a definite area traditionally
devoted to nesting, as Zoologists Russell
Balda and Gary Bateman found in their
highly valuable studies of the jays resid-
ing near Flagstaff, Arizona.

The flock is actually the largest in the
non-reproductive parts of the year. In
the fall, for instance, it is made up of
adults in their rich blue, yearlings look-
ing like them but still learning the ropes,
and youngsters in their grayish juvenile
dress beginning to get their adult color-
ing. And, if the flock is composed of a
couple of hundred birds, there are 200
big mouths going most of the time, for
let it be said that of all the noisy Corvi-
dae family, the pinon jays hold first place
for clamor. A flock of these birds just
conducting their normal affairs can be
heard for miles.

A day in a pinon jay flock in the non-
productive season goes something like
this: come daylight, there's a stirring in
the trees where the flock has roosted en-
masse, and then —a sudden feathered
explosion as the birds leave the trees.
Forming into a flock quickly, they streak
off towards the feeding grounds in their
characteristic flight pattern —a rolling
mass of strong flying birds, every jay
"krawwing" and each apparently trying
to out-squall the next fellow in creating
din and clamor.

Reaching the foraging grounds, they
swoop down and light, jostling, crowding
yammering, some late comers perhaps
even landing on the backs of those al-
ready on the ground. Yet, with only an
indignant squawk or two, the birds sort
themselves out without conflict. Highly
tolerant, they feed communal style, their
ranks moving steadily forward and, as
the birds march along feeding, some in
the far rear may sail forward to land
ahead of those in front.

While the flock feeds, some four to

twelve sentries are on the job, posted on
high vantage points. They sit silently
watchful. One spots a fox! He lets loose
with loud and raucous krawws of
warning and the whole flock takes wing
up into the trees. The sentry now pin-
points the trouble by flying 10-15 feet
above the fox calling loudly, squalling. A
dozen or so other jays join him at once.
Flying around the intruder, they create
such a clamor that the fox at last streaks
away. More vocal work by the sentry and
his allies apparently indicating all is
clear, and the flock settles down once
more to its feeding.

Much of the day during the non-repro-
ductive season is spent flying about the
home range and feeding, the last inten-
sive foraging period taking place in the
early evening. Bedtime, the birds stream
off to their roosting areas, calling loudly
as they land in the trees and scramble
among the branches. The noise begins to
taper off as they settle into roosting
clumps of two to five birds, and by the
time night's curtain is down on the jay
boudoir, every big mouth is finally shut
up. Next A.M., it's up with the dawn,
time for clamor and a big communal
breakfast.

These jays have a passion for storing
groceries. Come pinon seed harvest
time, the flock is hard at it most of the
day. Gathering seeds takes a lot of ener-
gy, and must be done in a relatively
short period in hot competition with
other birds and squirrels. The jays have
to be sure of a good supply, for it is these
pinon seeds that will not only feed the
flock during the winter, but will also de-
termine the success of the upcoming
breeding season.

The jay whacks and beats the cones
open, extracts the seeds and partially
swallows them. Holding them in its
throat until a load is gathered, it flies to
the flock's cache site, located very close
to the area in the home range where
communal nesting wil l take place.
Landing on the ground, usually on the
south side of trees where the winter
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on Jay
by K. L. BOYNTON

©1978

snows will be lightest and first to melt in
the spring, the bird carefully clears a
spot. Then, flicking its head it brings the
seeds up into its bill and pushes them
into the ground. Next comes the cover up
job, needles, grass, debris added for
camouflage. Then it's off on a speedy
wing for another shipment.

The crux of the whole thing, naturally,
is that only good seeds should be stored,
it being a big waste of time to bury bad
ones no good to eat. Now, not all seeds
in a cone are good, yet zoologists who
highjacked loads from working jays
found there wasn't a bad seed in the
cargo. How do the birds tell the good
ones?

. Zoologists David Ligon and Dennis
Martin, carefully examining pinon seeds
found a big difference in color. The good
ones were dark brown on one side, light-
er on the other with dark spots, while the
bad seeds were consistently lighter
color. Weight wise, the good seeds were
much heavier.

Working with adult captive birds, they
offered various combinations of good
and bad seeds and found that the birds,
eyeing them, picked the good ones, ob-
viously judging by their looks. So the
zoologists changed the color by roasting

,,,

The pinyon jay.
San Diego Zoo photo.
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all the seeds. This didn't throw the
birds, for they called up test #2: the good
old manible click wherein the bird opens
and closes its bill over the seed several
times making a clicking sound. Some au-
ditory cue then helps in making a correct
selection when color isn't reliable.

In further tests with jazzed-up seeds,
the birds showed they also use weight as
a cue. Puzzled by appearance and inde-
finite clicks, they pick up a seed and
either keep it or put it down promptly,
the heavier ones being retained in each
case. Not about to give up, Ligon and
Martin drilled holes in bad seeds,
weighting them with shot. This caused
plenty of confusion at first, but ultimate-
ly the tested birds learned to distinguish
the weighted bad seeds from the heavy
good ones and reject them. All but one
bird which never did get the difference
through its head. Quick recognition of
good seeds nets the individual a good
meal when the flock is shoving along
eating together. It is essential, too, at
seed harvest if big stores are to be col-
lected.

What with their grocery problem solv-
ed by storage and since the pinon jays
quite sensibly pair for life and thus avoid
the time consuming business of finding a
mate each year, a good portion of the
flock is ready to start the social season
early. Along about December or early
January then, the pairs begin feeding a
little distance from the main flock and to
exhibit the very best Pinon Jay Courting
Etiquette, a display of social manners so
elegant that they must have been devis-
ed by some feathered Emily Post in the
long dim past.

To mention but a few: there's the Sidl-
ing Shashay where the pair, feathers
fluffed, sits on a branch and sidles back
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and forth towards each other vocalizing
softly. And the Swagger Walk, a kind of
feathered cakewalk on the ground, the
birds strutting along side by side, bodies
erect, tail and wings vibrating, heads
moving back and forth in time to some
beat heard only by them. Most important
there's the Courtship Feeding with the
gent presenting choice seeds to the lady.
Being a great hand to look forward, he
also finds just the right stick for nest con-
struction and offers it to her after the
seed present. Old and experienced nest
builder she might be, but this early she's
not about to catch on. The seed presents
are gobbled up at once. But the stick.
What's that for?

It may take a couple of weeks of seed
stuffing and rejected sticks before the
gent can entice the lady up into a likely
tree where he places a stick in a good
nest location, hastily rams another seed
in her bill, and while she is regarding the
stick with faint interest, rushes off to get
more seeds for her. Finally, after many
another day of seed presentation and
stick manipulation, the gent may be sit-
ting dejectedly on a branch about ready
to give up on getting the message
across, when the lady suddenly decides
IT'S ABOUT TIME TO BUILD A NEST!
And why doesn't he start bringing the
building supplies?

He's galvanized into action. Together
they pick just the right tree crotch. He
begins hauling in sticks for the strong
outside platform of the nest, all the time
foraging the seeds to keep the lady fed
up and interested. They work on the nest
together, the gent doing most of the
heavy outside work, the lady making
most of the inner cup of shredded and
woven grasses and finding insulation
material for the layer that goes in be-
tween. It takes about seven days to
complete the job if all goes well. How-
ever, since the flock's breeding pairs are
all building at the same time, a lot of
swiping of nest material takes place, pre-
cipitat ing chases and wing-flapping
rows, the only really aggressive behavior
of the whole yearly cycle. One pair was
delayed 10 days by constant pilfering.

Now all the seed stuffing during ritual-
ized courtship pays off. The female is
prepared for the energy depleting work
of egg production, incubation and brood-
ing. The male continues to feed her dur-
ing the entire time, furnishing at least 80
percent of her daily intake. And where
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do the seeds come from that he lugs to
her for 15 minutes every hour? From the
stored caches hidden away during the
harvest. She's on the nest 99 percent of
the time after the naked slate-colored
chicks arrive, for the weather is still cold,
perhaps snowy, and now the male must
bring food for the hungry newcomers as
well.

The first 15 days the parents alone
feed their youngsters, but during the last
four to five days of the chicks' nest life
they get help from some of the non-
breeding birds in the flock. There may
be seven adults working a nest until the
youngsters are finally out. Poor fliers
even though now fully feathered, the
little birds sit about hidden in the foliage
and guarded by sentries. They are fed by
communal efforts of the flock. Incoming
adults land on the branches and are
crowded backward by the eager yam-
mering open-mouthed young, while
shoving in seeds and, hopefully, insects
by this time. Communal feeding stops
when the chicks are out of the nest some
20 days, and the parents continue to
handle the job alone for the ensuing 10,
at the end of which the youngsters can
feed themselves with a little help. But by
mid-August all handouts cease abruptly
and any youngster begging from then on
gets the old hunched-up-bill-pointed-
lunge BE OFF! treatment from the erst-
while doting parent.

The breeding cycle over, the flock
comes together once again with the re-
sultant increased daily clamor. Now to
the human ear, all this vocalization is
just one big racket. Zoologists L. R. Ber-
ger and J. D. Ligon, however, working
with sophisticated sound analyzing
equipment, found that indeed the jays
have some 15 different calls with much
gradiation within and between them.
Studying the behavior of the birds anc
noting which calls they used under spe-
cific circumstances, they concluded by
golly it's just not "just noise." Maybe
these highly social jays have a system oi
communication perhaps as complex anc
difficult for scientists to fully understanc
as that of some of the higher primates

Certainly the jays, with the help of the
pinon tree, have learned to exploit some
very chancy environmental conditions
with their year around flock maintenance
and colonial nesting, and within this
vocal communication is bound to play «
big part.
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by WAYNE P. ARMSTRONG

In addition to the amazing root para-
sites there are also some interesting
stem parasites in our local desert area
Probably the most familiar stem parasite
is mistletoe. There are at least four dif-
ferent species of mistletoe in the desert
region of Southern California. They all
belong to the genus Phoradendron (for-
uh-DEN-dron) which is derived from two
Creek words meaning tree thief. Mistle-

toe is common on several shrubs and
trees, including juniper, mesquite, iron-
wood, palo verde, acacia, sycamore and
cottonwood. Different kinds of mistletoe
are very specific as to which host they
will grow on. They can be identified by
their tiny flowers and whether they have
green leaves (the decorative kind) or in-
conspicuous scale-like leaves.

The most common desert mistletoe

has scale-like leaves and during the fall
and winter months contains masses of
colorful pink berries. The juicy berries
are a source of food and water for several
different kinds of birds, such as the
Phainopepla. This crested black bird
with red eyes is commonly observed in
mistletoe-infested thickets of mesquite.
The sticky mistletoe seeds readily attach
to branches of the host plant. They also
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Left: A mass of stringy,
yellowish-orange
dodder completely
covering an
indigo bush.
Masses of dodder
such as this can

eventually kill
the host shrub.
Opposite page: This
colorful broom-rape of
the higher desert
mountains [Orobanche
fasciculata] is

on the roots of
sagebrush. In some
areas the flowers
are purplish rather
than yellow.
Photos by author.
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pass through the bird's diges-
tive tract and are deposited
where the birds have perched.
The Pima Indians of Arizona
boiled the fruit-bearing stems
and ate the berries. Papago In-
dians dried the berries of one
species in the sun and stored
them for winter food. Berries of
the green leafy forms of mistle-
toe are quite poisonous.

Another genus of mistletoe
{Arceuthobium) is parasitic of
cone-bearing trees, chiefly in
the mountains. One species of
Arceuthobium (ar-su-THObe
urn) occurs on pinyon pines in
the higher desert mountains.
Pine mistletoe is particularly in-
teresting because the ripe fruits
will forcibly eject the sticky
seeds for a distance of several
feet with the slightest touch.
The sap within the berries is ap-
parently under considerable
pressure and literally explodes!
Seeds only three millimeters
long (about the size of a pin
head) may shoot up to 49 feet
away at a speecJ of 54 miles per
hour.

Another stem parasite that is
also very common throughout
the desert is dodder or whitch's
hair. It belongs to the genus
Cuscuta (kus-KOO-ta) and is
sometimes placed in the Morn-
ing Glory Family. One popular
nature film refers to it as "the
creeping web of death!" It may
completely cover the host plant
with a tangled mass of yellow-
ish-orange, slender twining fila-
ments. It has been calculated
that the total length of twining
branches produced by a single
dodder plant may be nearly half
a mile!

It doesn't even look like a
flowering plant, but it actually
produces tiny white flowers. Dodder
grows on many low shrubs, including
wild buckwheat, indigo bush, bur-sage,
etc. Unlike the root parasites, mistletoe
and dodder can be very injurious to the
host plant and often kill the host. This
obviously also terminates the life of the
parasite. In some areas of California

dodded is a serious pest because it
spreads over cultivated crop plants, such
as alfalfa. The tiny dodder seeds are pro-
duced in tremendous quantities and are
often harvested with the alfalfa seeds,
which they greatly resemble

Of all the desert parasitic plants, per-
haps the most amazing is Pilostyles (pie-

LOS-til-eez), a rare stem parasite found
in Imperial County and adjacent Ari-
zona. It belongs to the small and rela-
tively little-known Rafflesia Family. In
fact, another member of this unusual
parasitic family that grows in the tropical
forests of Sumatra in southeast Asia pro-
duces the world's largest flower, over
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three feet across! Pilostyles thurberi is
so little-known that it doesn't even have
a common name. It was named after
George Thurber, botanist of the Mexican
Boundary Survey during the 1850s. The
only visible part of the entire plants is a
tiny reddish flower the size of a pin head
that breaks through the stem epidermis
of a small shrub called dyeweed. Dye-
weed is a common shrub throughout the
Colorado Desert of California, but the
rare parasite has only been found in a
few areas of Imperial County. Recently it
was discovered near the Carrizo Bad-
lands of eastern San Diego County.

Dyeweed has a very pleasant odor and
yields a saffron-yellow dye which was
used by Indians in art work. Pilostyles
has no roots, stems or leaves. The min-
ute flower develops from microscopic
filaments of fungus-like tissue deep
within the dyeweed stem. Unless you
really know what to look for, the clusters
of Pilostyles buds and flowers resemble
a bunch of fat little aphids along the dye-
weed branches. Just imagine a small
swelling or pimple that opens into a tiny
pinkish flower—maybe it could grow on
people! It is incredible that one of the
smallest plants in the world and the larg-
est flower belong to the same family!

Of all the marvelous plants, the root

and stem parasites are among the
strangest and most interesting. Al-
though they produce flowers like most
other plants, they have evolved a para-
sitic mode of life which may be quite
host-specific. Their methods of pollina-
tion, seed dispersal and infecting or pen-
etrating the host shrub is a fascinating
subject. Some of the root parasites have
very limited distributions and because of
this are considered quite rare. I have
seen several populations of sand food on
the dunes west of Yuma completely torn
up by duggy tires. I doubt very much
that the drivers have any idea of the
unique rare plants they are driving over.
There is even an incredible case of a
movie company that wanted to remove
the excess "brush" from the sand dunes
near Clamis (Imperial County). The
"brush" would apparently ruin the
"Saharan" effect of their production. It
turns out that the "brush" was the rare
desert buckwheat and none other but the
rare sand food!

So the next time you pass some sand
dunes or an interesting desert wash
during spring, get out and explore the
area on foot. Who knows, you may be
pleasantly surprised to find an unusual
root parasite or just a colorful array of
wildflowers. •



Left: Section of dyeweed stem
showing several Pilostyles buds
and flowers. Several craters are
also visible where the flowers
have broken through the dye-
weed stem epidermis and sub-
sequently have fallen off. The
head of an ordinary pin shows
the incredible minute size of
these rare parasitic plants.
Bottom left: A branch of dye-
weed showing numerous buds
of the tiny parasite Pilostyles
thurberi along the lower por-
tion. Below: A clump of Pho-
lisma flower stalks pushing up
through a sandy wash after a
flash flood. The fleshy stems
and compact flower clusters su-
perficially resemble a stalked
fungus. Each tiny flower is pur-
plish with a white border.
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A ghost
comes to
life amid
buildings and
wagons of
the past.

MADRID: GROWING
T HE BATTERED, greying houses of

Madrid tenaciously hug the brush-
covered hills of New Mexico's high

desert. Life is quiet there in comparison
with city living, but the sounds of its
children and its history are rich. A
rooster gallantly heralds the clear, glad
sunrise. Children's laughter stretches
across the small valley, and dogs run
freely, unfenced and unleashed. There is
a spirit of freedom, of rest.

If you ever want to visit Madrid, New
Mexico, you must leave all convention
and convenience behind. What little
plumbing exists barely works. Although
a few of the houses in town boast indoor
bathtubs, that great American institution
— the outhouse—still thrives. The town
well pumps out enough water for some of
the houses about two days a week. In the
face of such rigorous demands which the
cold winters and hot, dry summers offer
as a hearty challenge to citizens of
Madrid, why would the young people
who have settled there leave the com-
forts of our modern civilization for such a
36

dusty, rundown coal town? Unlike their
predecessors who settled the area, there
are no mining jobs awaiting them —no
company supervisors to make certain
that their lives and their community
run smoothly.

text by B. LYNNEZIKA

photos by Michael Nisbet

When the Albuquerque and Cerrillos
Coal Company began mining there in
1914, its owner, George Kaseman, and
dictatorial superintendent, Oscar Hubar,
had widespread plans for a unified,
thriving community. And for 38 years
Madrid's citizens labored and celebrated
with an enthusiastic community spirit.

They had to. The coal company operated
and eventually owned the town's general
store, hotel, barber shop, beauty parlor,
car dealership, tavern, amusement hall,
public utilities, hospital, athletic fields,
and houses. In the late 1930s, Madrid
was once renowned for its gala Christ-
mas celebration, a truly spectacular Fes-
tival of Lights. Each evening, from
December 15 through January 3, the
Holy Family appeared in brilliant illum-
ination against the hills of the town, and
each home boasted an outside illuminat-
ed Christmas tree. The citizens gathered
to sing carols, and on Christmas Day, the
coal company gave a present to each
child in town.

Madrid was also highly acclaimed
across the country for its splendid fire-
works display on July 4, and springtime
found the local baseball field filled with
enthusiastic spectators of Madrid's pro-
ficient semi-pro baseball team, "The
Madrid Miners."

But in 1952, the mines were shut down
and the town's 2,000 inhabitants moved
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out. For 23 years the empty, gaping
houses were left to the mercy of scorch-
ing suns and battering winds.

Now the town is being revived. Pre-
viously company-owned stores and
houses have been bought by young peo-
ple looking for a fresh start. On Friday
and Saturday nights, some of the best
music in the Southwest hails cheerfully
from the local tavern, operating in the
same location as the original town bar.
The homes are being rebuilt, with great
care taken to preserve the town's origin-
al charm. A museum boasts relics of
Madrid's younger days. One of the
original structures in town has been con-
verted to a school for the children —a co-
operative workshop where everyone
pitches in a little time and a little
knowhow.

Madrid's citizens hold frequent town
meetings to determine policies on archi-
tecture, water systems and town base-
ball games. About once a month, the
women gather for a community "sweat,"
where boiling water is poured over heat-

ed rocks. Originally a sacred ritual per-
formed in sweat lodges by the American
Indians for the purpose of healing and
purification, this technique originated
our modern saunas.

Ingenuity and adaptability are key fac-
tors to living in Madrid successfully, not
to mention the indispensability of a
wood-burning stove and a sturdy pickup
truck or van for hauling the winter's
wood. Locals have demonstrated re-
markable inventiveness in coping with
the high desert's demands. One couple,
whose refurbished house is not yet on
the town's water line, built an outdoor
shower. Pipe leads from a large water
tank situated beside the house on a small
hill, and natural gravity allows the water
to trickle down and offer its owners
soothing respite from the summer heat.
Several residents have built green-
houses, utilizing a wide range of mater-
ials on hand, and a myriad collection of
greenery creates a cool, fresh room.

Another citizen devised a water heat-
ing system utilizing copper coils to con-

duct the heat from the wood-burning
stove used for cooking and heating the
house.

Many of the people of Madrid have not
only found effective ways to surmount
their lack of modern equipment, but
have also revived many of the crafts and
pastimes our ancestors enjoyed. Weav-
ing, pottery, sculpting and quilting are
but a few of our country's traditions
which flourish here.

At present, Madrid, located 25 miles
southwest of Santa Fe on Highway 14,
does not offer overnight accommoda-
tions for tourists, but magnificent pine
forests with soothing hot springs and in-
vigorating icy mountain streams are only
two hour's drive. Using Santa Fe as a
base point, there are numerous camping
facilities within easy access. From Santa
Fe, take Hyde Park Road east toward the
Santa Fe Ski Basin. There are several
campgrounds situated along this road.
The Ski Basin is approximately 16 miles
northeast of Santa Fe.

The Jemez Mountains, with soft

PAINS AND GHOSTS

A row of
look-alike
company

homes
stands

forlornly,
weathering

in a ceaseless
cycle.
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"Engl ish" meadows, offer quiet solitude
for a lover's picnic or an afternoon of
meditation. Take Highway 285 north
from Santa Fe to the town of Pojoaque
and turn left on Highway 4. Canoncito
Campground is located about 40 miles

Left: Quiet
restoration goes on
in the more stable
structures, while
others [below]
lean into the wind
and a shaky future.

from the Highway 4 turnoff; Ponderosa
Campground an additional seven.

In the Pecos area, innumerable camp-
sites dot the highway. Take Interstate 25
east from Santa Fe for approximately 24
miles, then left on State Road 63 for six

miles to Pecos. Sites begin at this point
and continue for approximately 20 miles.

For those who prefer indoor accommo-
dations, quaint Santa Fe and bustling
Albuquerque (45 miles southwest of
Madrid) offer numerous hotels and inns.

If you're high on courage and a sense
of adventure, you might explore some of
the abandoned houses in town—they are
reputed to be haunted. Be certain to
make inquiries with the local residents
(you might check the gas station) as to
which may be inspected by the public.
Quite a few of the houses are privately
owned. Though no one has reported any
rattling chains, several of the old houses
have a definite eeriness.

Surviving in Madrid is not easy. Be-
cause of the summer heat and the lack of
water, the area presents serious fire haz-
ards, but the town has recently acquired
an old fire engine, and many of the
adults in town are members of the Vol-
unteer Fire Department. In Madrid,
there are many such areas in which a
man must be his brother's keeper, for
the townspeople must work together to
assure a safe, successful community.
There is much work yet to be done—con-
tinued problems with water shortages
and drifters to be overcome. Local resi-
dents report thefts of personal property
by tourists scavenging the town for "an-
tiques." One citizen had a kettle stolen
from his front yard by a "curiosity
seeker" passing through!

Though the living is hard, as you walk
down the dusty street, you are overcome
with the quiet excitement of a new spirit
in an old, old town. Craftsmen display
their unusual work in an artist's co-op
adjoining the museum. Potters and junk
collectors hang hand-fashioned wooden
signs to invite you in. The people know
the goodness of a life and work they love
— close to the earth. They share the joy
of creating a community, and recaptur-
ing the adventure of pioneering in the
Old West.

Madrid offers a step back into history,
with a renewed spirit and a vigor for life
that can bring out the child in each of us.
As you sit on a front porch step and look
out over the quiet little valley to the rich,
glowing sun caressing blue mountain-
tops, you may well decide that the city
and tomorrow can wait—you've found an
incomparable peace —a sense of know-
ing yourself, and a harmony with the
quiet life that surrounds you. •
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LOSTGUNSIGHT
Continued from Page 77

animals. One sled must have overturned
at this point and scattered the ore down
the hill. And as this ore was buried or
semi-buried in the soft earth and Tom
and Ben failed to notice the sharp edges
and powder burns, they supposed it float
from a ledge."

Nosser spent another day carefully go-
ing over the ground. He found various
remnants of "a small ancient camp" and
camp equipment. He found what might
have been a kiln —"a sort of crude assay
furnace"—with evidence that attempts
had been made to smelt silver from the
ore. And farther down the canyon he
found the remains of an ancient sled,
with runners shoed with old wagon tires.

" I was convinced then that we had
found the site of the old Lost Gunsight
mine," he told us. " I am convinced
now."

Could Jim Nosser have solved the
Gunsight mystery?

If the Georgians were on those ridges
at Emigrant Springs, the silver was
there. But were they? I believe there are
other, more likely candidates for a redis-
covered Cunsight. Although most Lost
Gunsight hunters seem not to know, or
to ignore it, there was a real silver boom
in that part of the Panamints in the early
1870s. Atlas Sheet 65 (d) of the U.S.
Geographical Surveys West of the 100th
Meridian, published in 1876, shows four
silver mines in the area immediately
around present Harrisburg Flats. They
are on all sides of Emigrant Springs:
Northeast, the Garibaldi; easterly and
southeasterly, The North Star and Star of
the West; southwesterly, the Nellie
Grant. A fifth, the Jordan, lies farther
south near the head of Death Valley
Canyon.

Examining the same area for that Sur-
vey in 1875, Lt. Rogers Birnie reported
154 locations for silver had been made.
He listed eight actual mines, and gave
the average of their assays as $919 per
ton in silver—which is about twice the
average assay of all mines in the famous
Panamint boom at the same stage of de-
velopment. Although the principal ores
of the mines were horn silver and stro-
meyerite, he specially noted the pres-
ence of native silver in the Maria. The
vein of the Garibaldi, he said, was 50
feet thick in places.
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It seems the Georgians might have
found a silver outcrop along almost any
reasonable route they might have taken.

Why then, with silver ore scattered so
liberally through that part of the Pana-
mints, didn't some of those early Gun-
sight expeditions —several guided by
Fortyniners who had been at Snow Camp
—find some of it?

Maybe because they were looking for
something that wasn't there. Maybe the
legend of the Lost Cunsight had already
outstripped any possible reality. When
the first search expedition set out in 1850
they were, according to William L.
Manly, seeking "what they believed to
be the richest mine on earth." Some of
them had seen the Georgian's native sil-
ver and had heard him say that where it
was picked up a mule could be loaded
with the same kind of stuff. Maybe the
Georgian was exaggerating. But if he
knew silver ores maybe what he said was
true.

But of course those seeking the Gun-
sight were thinking only of native silver
— shining native silver in such quantities
that you simply loaded up your mule and
headed home. So it is quite possible that
some of those Lost Gunsight expeditions
did return exactly to the discovery spot;
possibly walked right over the Cunsight
ore. They may have camped where they
could in fact have loaded their mules
with ore up to 75 percent pure silver. But
it was horn silver—cerargyrite or embo-
lite. It looked like wax or horn, not silver.
Not even like metal. They might have
been where they could load their mules
with stromeyerite, up to 53 percent pure
silver. But it was a black rock that didn't
look like silver either. The Georgian was
a liar or their guide was a liar. There was
no silver here. So they thought and so
they said. But were they right?

That 1850 expedition was guided by
Fortyniner J. L. West who, Manly wrote,
in the San Jose Patriot in 1894, "had
nearly starved on that dry hard pas-
sage." West claimed to know where the
silver had been picked up. But "when
the party arrived at the place West pilot-
ed them to, they found a poor dry camp.
They searched diligently about, but
found nothing that looked like silver, nor
any signs of what they expected to see."

And though the search continued
more than a hundred years, no one ever
did see those mule-loads of shining sil-
ver. Nor ever will. •
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What's

on the
llesert?

by STELLA HUGHES

Frijolcs!
T HERE'S A legend in Mexico that in

order to set up housekeeping, you
need a petate to sleep on, a picture of

the Virgin de Guadalupe, a string of chili
and a bean pot. There's a similar legend
in the Southwest that says in order to
start ranching, the owner needs a sour-
dough starter, a jerky line and a bean
pot. Some add, "and a long rope."

The Mexican word for beans is fri-
joles. Even when an eastern tenderfoot
calls them " f r y - j o l es " a westerner
knows what he is talking about. But, any
way you say it, just plain beans means
only one kind to a southwesterner, and
that is the spotted brown and white pinto
bean.

The lowly frijole is cheap, keeps inde-
finitely while in the dry stage, is low in
fat, high in protein, a fine source of the
best carbohydrates, and when cooked
improves in flavor each time they are re-
heated. There have been whole recipe
books devoted to bean cookery, and
every westerner has his or her own idea
how pinto beans should be cooked.
Beans and bean cookery are passionate
subjects, and arguments short of shoot-
ing wars have, been waged on the proper
method to prepare beans.

All cooks agree, however, that there
are some cut-and-dried ground rules not
even a teenage bride would dream of
breaking. One of them is that altitude
has a lot to do with how long it takes
beans to cook. At sea level, beans are
done in three hours or less, while in the
high country of anything over 6,000 feet,
it might take most of the day. Especially
if the beans are old. Old beans take long-
er to cook than new beans. Old beans
(any past two years old) should be
soaked over night. New beans (and this
means any harvested the past fall) really
don't need to soaked at all. Or, only for
an hour, after first bringing them to a
boil.

Beans should be cooked slowly as hard
boiling makes them tough. So let them
take their time, at an even simmer. Iron
pots are not suitable for cooking beans as
it turns them dark and they have a metal-
ic taste. Dutch ovens may be wonderful
for baking sourdough bread or frying
steaks, but are not used for boiling
beans. Granite or stainless steel pots
serve best.
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Wrangler Mack Hughes helps
himself to some frijoles

in a typical roundup camp.

Another important rule is to never add
cold water to boiling beans. When add-
ing water, it should be boiling hot. And,
remember salt is added towards the end
of cooking time.

Pinto beans do not need a lot of mum-
bo-jumbo added to make them tasty, but
most agree a generous amount of bacon
or salt pork, a big juicy onion and salt
and pepper are necessary. However,
some cooks jazz up their beans by adding
cloves of garlic, hot chili powder, tomato
sauce, cumin, oregano, brown sugar and
vinegar.

This will probably come as a mild
shock, but Mexicans and Mexican-
Americans seldom cook chili, either red
or green, with their beans. Oh, sure,
there's always a dish of chile salsa close
at hand, or a bottle of hot sauce that can
be dashed on frijoles, or a dish of canned
green chilies served on the side.

BASIC FRIJOLES (Pinto Beans)

2 cups pinto beans
6 cups water

Vi pound of salt pork or six slices bacon
cut in pieces

V/i teaspoon salt
1 onion, diced
1 clove garlic, diced
1 teaspon Accent, if desired
Soak beans, either overnight or the

fast soak method. Add salt pork or
bacon, onion and garlic. Simmer until al-
most done before adding salt and
Accent.

The oldtimers referred to salt pork as
"sow belly," or "sow bosom," and I
think salt pork is far superior to bacon in
making beans larupin'. I'm not alone in
this belief.

Now we come to the Mexican favorite,
refried beans. Or refritos, as they say in
Spanish. They are cooked beans fried
once, not twice; but, don't argue.
They're always called refried beans.

Usually, when cooking beans to be
used as refried beans, they are cooked
with little or no seasoning, and salt and
fat added as they are mashed. Then the
beans are used for refried beans, or re-
fritos con caso. This is made by melting
Monterey Jack cheese, cubed, into the
mashed beans and cooked very slowly
until the chese has just melted. Sharp
Cheddar cheese is also used.
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MEXICAN BEANS or Refritos
1 pound pinto beans
2 medium onions, diced very fine

Vi cup hot bacon drippings or lard
Salt to taste

Soak beans in V/2 quarts water over-
night. Simmer slowly until beans are
very tender, three hours or more, de-
pending on altitude. Saute onions in

'drippings until soft, but not browned.
Mash beans with potato masher. Be sure
ever last bean is reduced to a smooth
paste. Add onions, drippings and salt.
Mix well. Continue cooking over very
low heat, stirring frequently, until beans
are thickened.

When cooking for a roundup crew, the
bean cooking never stops; while one
batch is soaking a second is cooking and
a third is being eaten by hungry cow-
boys. Seldom are any left from one meal
to the next for refrying.

RANCH STYLE BEANS
2 pounds pinto beans
2 onions, chopped
2 cloves garlic, chopped

Vi teaspoon pepper
Vi teaspoon cumin

1 can (4 oz.) diced green chilies
1 can (16 oz.) tomatoes
1 can (7 oz.) taco sauce or chile salsa
1 tablespoon salt
Soak beans in 3 quarts water. Bring

beans to boil, adding all ingredients ex-
cept salt. Cook until tender, adding salt
shortly before beans are done.

You often hear the complaint, " I like
beans, but they don't like me." There
are as many different remedies for tak-
ing the "s t ing" out of the volatile bean
as there are ways in cooking the brutes.
A teaspoon of soda, added while the
beans are cooking, seems to be the popu-
lar remedy. Others swear a diced carrot,
added to the seasonings, will tame the
wildest bean; while I've even heard of a
cup of castor oil being successful in re-
moving its claws. (I think I understand
how that works!) Manv cooks swear by
another method of first soaking the
beans and pouring off the water; then
adding fresh water and simmering one
hour. Then drain again, add new water
and seasonings and cook until done.

Go ahead and try one or all the re-
medies; if any work, let me know. •
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BOOKS-MAGAZINES PROSPECTING • MISCELLANEOUS

ROCK CREATIONS for Fun and Profit. Book
has color photos and instructions. Colorful little
figures from ordinary rocks. Have fun and make
money! $2.95 plus 30c shipping. The Owls
Roost, 1 Corral Lane, Space 17, Ashland, Ore-
gon 97520. Dealer inquiries invited.

DESERT PAINTINGS ART

DRYWASHERS! GOLD CONCENTRATORS!
Guaranteed to recover minerals, gold. A hobby
that pays for itself! Write to: Nick's Nugget, P.
0. Box 1081, Fontana, Calif. 92335. (714)
822-2846.

BEAUTIFUL CALIFORNIA Feather River gold
nuggets. Among the world's finest grade. $3.00
to $700.00 sizes. Send for price list. Prospector
Jack Ward, Box 380, Sandia Park, New Mexico
87047.

BELLEW MEMORIAL ARTHRITIS Medical
Clinic, D.H.S., Calif. Practice limited to the
Bellew Vaccine Method of treating arthritis.
Desert sun and climate. Phone 714-329-8723.
Write P. O. Box 305, D.H.S., California 92240.

MEGAVITAMINS FOR ARTHRITIS. Try For-
mula " N " with Vitamin B-3. Three Week Supply
$8.54 postpaid. R.A.F., 2411 Calle Linares,
Santa Barbara, California 93109.

SEE KINGSLEY OSMUND HARRIS original
Desert Paintings displayed in Desert Magazine's
Western Art Gallery, Palm Desert, California.
Special! Send only $2.00 (refundable) and re-
ceive by mail four different "Pencil Signed"
8"x10" desert painting prints direct from the
artist Kingsley Osmund Harris, Dept-D, P. O.
Box 1567, Portland, Oregon I97207.

• EQUIPMENT

PRECISION LAPIDARY Abrasive Compounds
for tumbling, polishing and grinding. Send for
free catalogue and price list. MDC Industries,
40!) West Glenwood Avenue, Philadelphia, PA.
19140. Dealer Inquiries invited.

• GEMS

SHAMROCK ROCK SHOP, 593 West La Ca-
denaDr., Riverside, California 92501. Parallel to
Riverside Freeway. Phone 686-3956. Come in
and browse; jewelry mountings, chains, sup-
plies, minerals, slabs, rough material, equip-
ment, black lights, metal detectors, maps, rock
and bottle books.

• MAPS

OLD STATE, RAILROAD, COUNTY MAPS.
70-110 years old. All States. Stamp for catalog.
Northern Map, Dept. DM, Eagle River, Wise.
54S21.

• MINING

ASSAYS-Gold and Silver $9.00. High quality
spectrographic analysis for 65 metals $7.50.
Free price list. Reed Engineering, 2166 College
Ave., Costa Mesa, California 92627.

PROSPECTING

LEARN GOLD PANNING from 38 years of ex-
perience. Packet of black sand and generous
sample of gold and instructions, $2.00. Also
small jagged desert nuggets $1.00 to $12.00
sizes. Prospector Jack Ward, Box 380, Sandia
Park, N.M. 87047.
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• REAL ESTATE

ROCKHOUNDS PARADISE . . . Outstanding
collection with home, shop, cabin, fruit, nuts,
plentiful water (2 ponds), 2 acres, County Road
frontage, beach combing, fishing, nearby. Op-
portunity for self-sufficiency. Shown by appoint-
ment. Details from Mrs. Don Graham, Star
Route, Ferndale, Calif. 95536. 707-629-3374.

RANCHERS—MILLIONS are available to you
and rural land owners. Free grants and loans
available for as low as 1 % interest. Low income
no problem. Get the facts. Send $5.00 and
S.A.S.E. to: Globe-UU, Box6568, Chas., W. Va.
25302.

THE "LONE STAR" Gold Mine—12 acres, 29
Palms area. Call Larry Knight, 714-328-1380.
Broker.

• SEEDS & PLANTS

JOJOBA—25 clean seed, instructions. $1.50
prepaid. Indian Trail Nursery, Star Rt. 2, Box
75, 29 Palms, California 92277.

LINDA GOODMAN'S Sun Plants-1978 illus-
trated catalog 50c. Free catalog and Growers
Guide with assortments: 10 cacti $9.00, 10 suc-
culents $7.00, both $14.00. Box 20014D, River-
side, California 92516.

• TREASURE FINDERS

INSTANT RICHES—Explore ghost towns. Find
buried treasure, coins, relics, antiques, and
more. Goldak—the finest "Metal and Treasure
Locators since 1933." Send for free catalog.
Goldak, Dept. D, 626 Sonora Avenue, Glendale,
California 91201.

TREASURE—Locate quarter mile away with ul-
trasensitive locator — brochure free. Box 13441-
BUC, Tampa, Florida 33611.

REACH A SELECTIVE audience with a Classi-
fied Ad In The Trading Post section of Desert
Magazine for as little as $5.00 monthly.

EXPLORE THE COLORADO RIVER in a Kayak.
Group Discounts. Information and reservations
call: Huckleberrys, Box 100, Earp, Calif. 92242.
Phone 714-665-2007.

KNOW YOUR DOCTOR! How to obtain qualifi-
cations, malpractice history. Send $2.50 to
Deserderia Services; P. O. Box 3878, Anaheim,
California 92803.

$10 Orders Filled FREE. Powerful all-profit cir-
cular pulls $10.00. You keep entire $10.00. Rush
stamped addressed envelope to Thrifty Needs
and Gifts, 4322 Clifton, El Paso, Texas 79903.

PERSONALIZED LIFETIME GIFTS under
$10.00. Send Stamped Envelope for brochure.
Paris Mountain Press, 7631 Juliette Low Drive,
Huntington Beach, California92647.

PERSONALIZE YOUR HOME! Old English let-
tered Artistically-Carved 31/2x20 inch redwood
sign. Send Family Name, Example, The Carters
(Maximum of 14 letters) and $7.00 (Both Sides
Carved $10.00) to: San Francisco Signs, 1005
Market St., Suite 207, San Francisco, California
94103.

TV & MOVIE SCRIPT Analysis will help polish
your material into a salable property. Write for
details. W & D Enterprises, 10525 Hillhaven
Avenue, P. O. Box 580 DM, Tujunga, Calif.
91042.

SAVE MONEY! Decorate your own apartment.
Booklet gives idea. Send $2.00, Apartment, 101
Shady Oak Trail, Charlotte, N.C. 28210.

BEAUTIFUL OIL PAINTINGS of the Southwest.
For more information and pictures write:
Carolyn Mantor, P. O. Box 1003, Kanab, Utah
84741.

"PET"-ROGLYPHS—Reproductions of prehis-
toric Mojave Desert petrogiyphs hand-carved in
native rock. Dealer setup includes 15 "Pet"-
roglyphs, display rack and brochures, only
$35.00. Dealers send inquiry on your letterhead.
Desert Sun, Rt. 1, Box 3816c, Ridgecrest, Cali-
f o r n i a 93555.

HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD
Mail your copy and first-insertion remittance
to: Trading Post, Desert Magazine, Palm
Desert, Calif. 92260. Classified rates are 25c
per word, $5.00 minimum per insertion.
Deadline (or Classified Ads is 10th of second

month preceding cover date.
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MAPS!
DESERT OVERVIEW MAPS
Using topographic rhaps as basic under-
lays, are two excellently detailed maps for
back country explorers of the Mojave and
Colorado Deserts. Maps show highways,
gravel routes, Jeep trails, plus historic
routes and sites, old wells, which are not on
modern-day maps, plus ghost towns,
Indian sites, etc. Mojave Desert Overview
covers from U.S. 395 at Little Lake to Boul-
der City, Nevada, to Parker Dam to Victor-
ville. Colorado Desert Overview covers
from the Mexican border to Joshua Tree
National Monument to Banning to the Ari-
zona side of the Colorado River. Be certain
to state which map when ordering.

$3.00 each

ANZA-BORREGO DESERT STATE PARK
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
A set of 7 maps covering the Anza-Borrego
Desert State Park, 81/2"x11" format, spiral
bound. $5.50

JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL MONUMENT
UPDATED TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
A set of 12 maps covering the Joshua Tree
National Monument, 81/2"x11" format,
spiral bound. $7.95

ROADMAP TO CALIFORNIA'S PIONEER
TOWNS, GHOST TOWNS AND MINING
CAMPS
Compiled by Varna Enterprises. 38"x25"
and scaled. Southern California on one side
and Northern California on the other. Con-
tains detailed location of place names,
many of which are not on regular maps.

$3.50

MAP OF PIONEER TRAILS
Compiled by Varna Enterprises, this is
their new large map on pioneer trails blaz-
ed from 1541 through 1867 in the western
United States. Superimposed in red on
black and white, 37"x45" $4.00

ROADMAP TO CALIFORNIA'S LOST
MINES AND BURIED TREASURES
Compiled by Varna Enterprises, 38"x25"
and scaled Southern California on one side
and Northern California on the other. $4.00

MAPS OF THE OLD WEST
Printed in two colors on rich Parchment
papers; each map has the rustic appeal of
the Old West. Hundreds of sites—names,
dates and descriptions of places and events
associated with the Old West, including
ghost towns, old forts, old mines, lost and
legendary gold, Indian tribes, battle sites
and early trails.
Arizona Lost Mines & Ghost Towns $1.25
Calif. Lost Mines & Ghost Towns $1.25
Nevada Lost Mines & Ghost Towns $1.25

(Each above map 17"x22")
The Historic West—23"x30" $1.75

(Includes the 11 western states)
Arizona Treasure Map—30"x38" $2.00

(Field Map)

Please add 50c for Postage/handling

Calif, residents add 6% state sales tax

Order from

. Magazine Book Shop
P. O. Box 1318, Palm Desert, Calif. 92260

EACH

Including tax and postage

Gold embossed on brown vinyl. Space for
12 magazines easily inserted. A beautiful
and practical addition to your home book-
shelf.

WORTH
SAVING!

MOST OF OUR READERS SAVE THEIR
DESERT MAGAZINES FOR FUTURE REFER-
ENCE AND READING PLEASURE. THE BEST
WAY TO KEEP YOUR BACK ISSUES IS IN
OUR ATTRACTIVE SPECIALLY-MADE

BINDERS
DESERT

IP. O. BOX 1318, PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA 92260)

REPLACEABLE SUBSCRIPTION FORM August 1978

• Check here if you
wish this issue replaced.

P. O. Box 1318, Palm Desert, California 92260

D ENTER A NEW SUBSCRIPTION Q RENEW MY PRESENT SUBSCRIPTION

NAME

ADDRESS

_ ZIP CODE

• SENDGIFTSUBSCRIPTIONTO:

NAME

ADDRESS

Sign Gift Card: "From

NAME

ADDRESS

Sign Gift Card: "From

One Year $7.00

Two Years 13.00
(Or 2 One Years)

Three Years 19.00
(Or Three One Years)

• PAYMENT ENCLOSED • BILL ME LATER

• ALSO SEND DESERT'S 12-ISSUE
HANDSOME BROWN VINYL BINDER FOR
$5.50 (Includes tax and postage)

Foreign subscribers add $2.00/year postage. Date Binder(s) with Year(s) • Undated
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Send orders to
Box 1318

Palm Desert, California 92260

ENCOUNTER WITH AN ANGRY QOO by
Carobeth Laird. A fascinating true story of the
author's marriages to anthropologist John Pea-
body Harrington, the "angry god," and to the
remarkable Chemehuevi Indian, George Laird.
The appeal of this amazing memoir is so broad it
has drawn rave reviews throughout the country
and is being hailed as a classic. Hardcover, 230
pages, $8.95.

WHERE TO FIND GOLD IN THE MOTHER
LODE by James. Klein. As in his Where to Find
Gold In the Desert and Where to Find Gold In
Southern California, author Klein guides you to
the areas in which people are doing the best
now. He includes history, tips on equipment
needed, how to pan, how to stake claims, etc.
Paperback, 121 pages, illustrated with photos
and maps, $4.95 each.

Dowler's LAKE POWELL BOAT AND TOUR
GUIDE. This Revised Third Edition contains de-
tailed maps based on USGS topos which give
canyon rating for angling, camping, house-boat-
ing, photography and walking-hiking. Also
includes marina tourist facilities, places of his-
torical and scientific interest, mileage tables and
pertinent data on the flora and fauna. Excellent
maps in color are an asset for both the novice
and experienced visitor. Large format, beautiful-
ly illustrated, $4.95.

HAPPY WANDERER TRIPS by Slim Barnard.
Well-known TV stars, Henrietta and Slim Bar-
nard have put together a section of their trips
throughout the West from their Happy
Wanderer travel shows. Books have excellent
maps, history, cost of lodging, meals, etc. Per-
fect for families planning weekends. Both books
are large format, heavy paperback, 150 pages
each and $2.95 each. Volume One covers
California and Volume Two Arizona, Nevada and
Mexico. WHEN ORDERING STATE WHICH
VOLUME.

CACTUS IDENTIFIER Including succulent
plants by Helmut Bechtel. This gem of a little
book contains 119 beautiful color photographs of
cacti and succulent plants. Detailed descriptions
of each, plus where they are to be found, and
how to care for them. 256 pages of informative
reading, hardcover, $4.95.

HISTORICAL ATLAS OF CALIFORNIA by War-
ren A. Beck and Ynez D. Hasse. Extensive docu-
mentation and pertinent detail make this atlas a
valuable aid to the student, scholar and every-
one interested in the Golden State. 101 excellent
maps present information on the major faults,
early Spanish explorations, Mexican land
grants, routes to gold fields, the Butterfield and
Pony Express routes, CCC camps, World War II
Installations, etc. Hardcover, extensive index,
highly recommended, $12.50.

DESOLATION WILDERNESS, a complete guide
to over 200 miles of trail and 140 trout streams
and lakes, by Robert S. Wood. Divided into eight
separate regions, each region constititues a
chapter. The chapter is further divided into sec-
tions, and each section is a separate trail. Nu-
merous maps, drawn by the author, show many
miles of trails and cross-country routes not found
elsewhere. With this book, even a stranger can
find his way with ease through the 150 square
miles of mountain wilderness described. Paper-
back, well illustrated, $4.95.

THE NEVADA DESERT by Sessions S.
Wheeler. Provides information on Nevada's
state parks, historical monuments, recreational
areas and suggestions for safe, comfortable
travel in the remote sections of western Amer-
ica. Paperback, iIIus., 168 pages, $2.95.
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A FIELD GUIDE TO THE COMMON AND IN-
TERESTING PLANTS OF BAJA CALIFORNIA
by Jeanette Coyle and Norman Roberts. Over
250 plants are described with 189 color photos.
Includes past and present uses of the plants by
aborigines and people in Baja today. Scientific,
Spanish and common names are given. Excel-
lent reference and highly recommended. 224
pages, paperback, $8.50.

PHOTO ALBUM OF YESTERDAY'S SOUTH-
WEST compiled by Charles Shelton. Early days
photo collection dating from 1860s to 1910 shows
prospectors, miners, cowboys, desperados and
ordinary people. 195 photos, hardcover, fine gift
item, $12.50.

INDIAN JEWELRY MAKING by Oscar T. Bran-
son. This book is intended as a step-by-step
how-to-do-it method of making jewelry. An in-
triguing all-color publication that is an asset to
the consumer as well as to the producer of Indian
jewelry today because it provides the basic
knowledge of how jewelry is made so one can
judge if it is well made and basically good de-
sign. Paperback, large format, $7.95.

GRAND CANYON JEEP TRAILS I by Roger
Mitchell. Eight interesting trips on the forgotten
Shivwits Plateau on the Northwest rim of the
Grand Canyon are described. A rating system is
included to determine how rough a road is be-
fore you try it. Much of the material in this book
is original research, never having appeared in
print before. Paperback, amply illustrated with
maps and photos, $1.50.

SHADY LADIES OF THE WEST by Ronald
Dean Miller. Everyone knows that the harlot was
in the vanguard of every move westward, and
that she was as much a part of the western scene
as the marshal, the badman, the trail-hand or
the rancher. Many are the reasons she has been
neglected by the historian — none of them valid.
Author Miller, in this enlightening book, seeks
to remedy some of the paucity of information on
the American pioneers of this ancient pro-
fession. Hardcover, comprehensive biblio-
graphy, 224 pages, $7.50.

AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO
NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS by Miklos D. F.
Udvardy. Using photographic illustrations rath-
er than paintings or drawings, 508 species are
described and 627 beautiful color plates includ-
ed. An excellent guide with a new functional for-
mat. Covered with a sturdy vinyl, 853 pages,
$8.95.

DESERT WILDLIFE by Edmund C. Jaeger is a
series of intimate and authentic sketches depict-
ing the lives of native animals of our South-
western deserts, from mammals to birds and
reptiles, as well as many of the lesser desert
denizens such as land snails, scorpions, mille-
pedes and common insects. Paperback, well il-
lustrated, 308 pages, $4.95.

GOLD AND SILVER IN THE WEST by T. H.
Watklns. Over 200 photos, illustrations and
maps, many in full color. Complete story of gold
and silver mining in the American West, Alaska
and British Columbia, including sagas of
conquistadores chasing myths in Old Mexico,
speculators chasing profits in North American
mining camps, instant towns, the evolution from
simple placering to major industry, etc. Large
format, hardcover, originally published at
$17.50, now priced at $10.95.

TOURING THE OLD WEST by K. Ruth. Ghost
towns, forts, pony express stations are located
and described in this inspiring guide to the his-
torical sites throughout the West. Photos, maps
and travel tips. Hardcover, $2.95.

GHOST TOWN: El Dorado by Lambert Florin.
The colorful, outrageous characters of the West-
ern mining towns come to life on every page of
this fascinating volume crammed with photos of
ghost towns in Colorado, California, Arizona,
Utah, etc., plus exciting history and anecdotes.
246 photos and illustrations. Large format, hard-
cover, originally published at $12.95, now priced
at $5.95.

OLD FORTS OF THE SOUTHWEST by H. M.
Hart. The crumbling adobe walls of the south-
west forts are filled with forgotten memories,
tense moments, hardship and pathos captured
here in extensively researched text and exciting
illustrations. Originally published at $12.95, now
only $5.95.

OLD FORTS OF THE NORTHWEST by H. M.
Hart. Over 200 photos and maps. Exciting pic-
torial history of the military posts that opened
the West—the forts, the generals like Custer
and Sheridan, the soldiers and their lives, the
Indians, etc. Originally published at $12.50, now
priced at $5.95.

1200 BOTTLES PRICED by John C. Tibbitts.
Updated edition of one of the best of the bottle
books. $4.95.

SOUTHWEST INDIAN CRAFT ARTS by Clara
Lee Tanner. One of the best books on the sub-
ject, covering all phases of the culture of the In-
dians of the Southwest. Authentic in every way.
Color and black and white illustrations. Beauti-
ful large format, hardcover, 205 pages, $15.00.

OLDEN CHIA by Harrison Doyle. The only ref-
erence book on the chia plant and seed. This
book illustrates the great difference between the
high desert chia, and the Mexican variety sold in
the health food stores. If you study, practice and
take to heart, especially the last ten pages of this
nutritionally up-to-date, newly revised book, you
will find many answers you've been searching
for to the achievement of health and well being,
lengthen your life expectancy measureably, and
be 99% less susceptible to disease of any sort.
Fourth printing, 105 pages, illustrated. Paper-
back, $4.75; cloth, $7.75.

SELDOM SEEN SLIM by Tom Murray. Profiles
and vignettes of the colorful "single blanket
jackass prospectors" who lived and died as they
looked for gold and silver in Death Valley. Slick
paperback, exclusive photos of the old-timers,
65 pages, $3.00.

VANISHED ARIZONA: RECOLLECTIONS OF
THE ARMY LIFE OF A NEW ENGLAND
WOMAN, by Martha Summerhayes. First pub-
lished in 1908, this is a new edition. A first-
hand account of frontier army life; a true classic.
New Publisher's Preface. New map. New index.
Hardcover, 293 pages, $10.00.
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Please add 50c per total order
for Handling/Postage

Calif, add 6% state sales tax

DESERT COUNTRY by Steve Crouch. Ninety
photos, 60 in full color. Handsomely illustrated
tribute to the land that lies from the Big Bend
country of Texas across New Mexico and Ari-
zona, to Death Valley and Baja. Large format,
hardcover, published at $20.00, now priced at
$10.95.

ROCK DRAWINGS OF THE COSO RANGE by
Campbell Grant, James Baird and J. Kenneth
Pringle. A Maturango Museum publication, this
book tells of sites of rock art in the Coso Range
which, at 4,000 feet, merges with the flatlands of
the northern Mojave Desert. Paperback, ilus-
trated, detailed drawings, maps, 144 pages,
$3.95.

Don Holm's Book of FOOD DRYING, PICKLING
AND SMOKE CURING by Don and Myrtle
Holm. A complete manual for all three basic me-
thods of food processing and preservation with-
out refrigeration or expensive canning equip-
ment. Also contains instructions and plans for
building the equipment needed at home. An ex-
cellent publication and highly recommended for
the homemaker, camp cook or the expedition
leader. Paperback, well illustrated, $4.95.

THE MAN WHO CAPTURED SUNSHINE, A
Biography of John W. Hilton by Katharine Ains-
worth. Although John Hilton is best known as
the "Dean of American Desert Painters," he is
also a distinguished botanist, gemologist, zoolo-
gist, noted writer and linguist, guitarist and
singer. Anyone who seen or heard of Hilton's
marvelous talent will want to have this delight-
fully written biography. Hardcover, includes
eight beautiful four-color reproductions of his
paintings, $12.95.

DEATH VALLEY: Geology, Ecology, Archaeo,-
ogy, by Charles B. Hunt. Death Valley has long
been a place of fascination for people the world
over, and much has been written about it. Now,
however, all aspects of this famous (or infamous)
desert have been brought together in this book.
Lavishly illustrated with 163 photos and line
drawings, paperback, 234 pages, $6.95.

EDIBLE AND USEFUL PLANTS OF CALIFOR-
NIA by Charlotte Bringle Clarke. This unique
book is a guide to identifying more than 220
plants used by both American Indians and pio-
neers for food, fibers, medicine, tools and other
purposes. It also tells how to prepare, cook and
otherwise use them. Plants are organized by
habitat communities. Descriptions, photos,
drawings and distribution information are given.
An excellent reference. Hardcover, 280 pages,
$10.95.

HELLDORADOS, GHOSTS AND CAMPS OF
THE OLD SOUTHWESTby Norman D. Wels.
The author takes you on a 7,000-mile tour of the
Old Southwest, visiting some 67 ghost towns and
abandoned mining camps, one never before
mentioned in written history. 285 excellent
photos. Hardcover, 320 pages, $9.95.

OREGON'S GOLDEN YEARS by Miles F.
Potter. Men in search of treasure opened the
gates to the wilderness. Oregon's Golden Years
— with affection and good humor — honors
these men and their imperishable lust for gold.
Paperback, large format, lavishly illustrated,
extensive Bibliography and Index, $7.95.

THE COLORFUL BUTTERFIELD OVERLAND
STAGE by Richard Pourade and Marjorie Reed.
With 21 stagecoach paintings by Miss Reed, the
text concentrates on the Fort Yuma to San Fran-
cisco run of the tough Butterfield route. Album
format, heavy art paper, $6.50.
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CALIFORNIA-NEVADA GHOST TOWN ATLAS
and SOUTHWESTERN GHOST TOWN ATLAS
by Robert Neil Johnson. These atlases are excel-
lent do-it-yourself guides to lead you back to
scenes and places of the early West. Some pho-
tos and many detailed maps with legends and
bright, detailed descriptions of what you will
see; also mileage and highway designations.
Heavy paperback, each contains 48 pages, each
$2.00.

CHUCK WAGON COOKIN' by Stella Hughes.
Recipes collected straight from the source—cow-
boy cooks. Contains Mexican recipes, instruc-
tions for deep-pit barbecue and the art of using
Dutch ovens for cooking everything from sour-
dough biscuits to Son-of-Gun stew. Paperback,
170 pages, $4.95.

TURQUOISE, The Gem of the Centuries by
Oscar T. Branson. The most complete and lav-
ishly illustrated all color book on turquoise.
Identifies 43 localities, treated and stablized
material, gives brief history of the gem and de-
tails the individual techniques of the Southwest
Indian Tribes. Heavy paperback, large format,
68 pages, $7.95.

LOST MINES & BURIED TREASURES ALONG
THE OLD FRONTIER by John D. Mitchell. The
second of Mitchell's books on lost mines which
was out-of-print for many years. Many of these
appeared in DESERT Magazine years ago and
these issues are no longer available. New read-
ers will want to read these. Contains the original
map first published with the book and the one
pin-pointing the areas of lost mines. Mitchell's
personal research and investigation has gone
into the book. Hardcover, 240 pages, $7.50.

THE ROCKS BEGIN TO SPEAK by LaVan Mar-
tlneau. The author tells how his interest in rock
writing led to years of study and how he has
learned that many — especially the complex
petroglyphs — are historical accounts of actual
events. Hardcover, well illustrated, glossary,
bibliography, 210 pages, $10.95.

EXPLORING DEATH VALLEY, Third Edition,
by Ruth Kirk. A completely revised and
up-to-date comprehensive guide to the wonders
of Death Valley National Monument. Details on
where to go by car, by jeep and on foot, what
times of day are best, possible side trips. Illus-
trated with maps and photos, 96 pages, paper-
back, $3.45.

CAMP AND CAMINO IN LOWER CALIFOR-
NIA: Explorations and Adventures on the Baja;
1908-1910, by Arthur W. North. A handsome
new edition of an old favorite of many Baja Cali-
fornia travelers, with new illustrations and all of
the author's original photographs. A classic
account of land and sea travels in a raw territory
written after travels 70 years ago. Modern
writers use North as a starting place. Hardcover,
130 photographs, 346 pages, $20.00.

NEVADA GHOST TOWNS AND MINING
CAMPS by Stanley W. Paher. Covering all of
Nevada's 17 counties, Paher has documented
575 mining camps, many of which have been
erased from the earth. The book contains the
greatest and most complete collection of historic
photographs of Nevada ever published. This, •
coupled with his excellent writing and map,
creates a book of lasting value. Large format,
700 photographs, hardcover, 492 pages, $17.50.

MINING CAMPS AND GHOST TOWNS, A His-
tory of Mining In Arizona by Frank Love. Dra-
matic history of the mineral frontier as it af-
fected one section of the vast American West,
the Lower Colorado Region. Illustrated, hard-
cover, 192 pages, $7.95.

DESERT VACATIONS ARE FUN by Robert
Needham. A complete, factual and interesting
handbook for the desert camper. Valuable infor-
mation on weather conditions, desert vehicles,
campsites, food and water requirements. Infor-
mation on desert wildlife, mines, ghost towns,
and desert hobbies. Paperback, illustrated, 10
maps, 134 pages, $3.95.

BROKEN STONES, The Case For Early Man In
California by Herbert L. Minshall. "The Broken
Stones" peels back some of the story of man in
America, back beyond the longest racial mem-
ory. Author Minshall pulls together all that has
been learned or suggested by amateurs as well
as experts, including his own discoveries. To
them the broken stones are beginning to speak
— and they speak of the presence of man on the
American Continent many thousands of years
before he shaped the first bow and arrow. Large
format, beautifully illustrated, hardcover,
$16.50.

WELLS FARGO, The Legend byDale Robertson.
In his own personal narrative style, without de-
parting from known fact, Dale has recreated the
Wells Fargo legend. Entertaining reading in ad-
dition to excellent illustrations by Roy Purcell.
Paperback, 154 pages, $4.95.

SUCCESSFUL COIN HUNTING by Charles L.
Garrett. An informative study of coin hunting,
this is a complete guide on where to search,
metal detector selection and use, digging tools
and accessories, how to dig and the care and
handling of coins. This new revised edition is a
classic book in the field. Paperback, 226 pages,
$5.95.

ISHI IN TWO WORLDS by Theodora Kroeber.
Ishi was perhaps the most remarkable personal-
ity of this century. A Yahi Indian, and lone sur-
vivor of a doomed tribe, he was found in the
corral of a slaughter house near Oroville, Calif.
For the rest of his life, Ishi lived under the care
and protection of the staff of- the University of
California's Museum of Anthropology. An in-
credibly sad but beautifully told story. Hard-
cover, many excellent photos, both color and
black and white, 262 pages, $14.95.

LOST LEGENDS OF THE SILVER STATE by
Gerald B. Hlggs. The author provides interest-
ing reading on 16 legends about the golden age
of Nevada. Illustrated with rare old photos.
Hardcover, 147 pages, $7.95.

RAILROADS OF ARIZONA VOL. I by David F.
Myrlck. More than 30 railroads of Southern Ari-
zona are presented, together with 542 nostalgic
illustrations, 55 special maps and an Index. A
valuable travel guide and a reliable historical
reference. Large format, hardcover, 477 pages,
$19.50.
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"Letters
to the

•Editor
Letters requesting answers must
include stamped self-addressed envelope

Jerky for the Dogs . . .

First, let me say I enjoy your magazine very
much. I have been a subscriber for some
years.

Your article on Charqui (Jerky) in the May
issue brought to mind something that hap-
pened at our place some 60-65 years ago.

We had a mule for packing salt, barb wire,
bed rolls, etc. Well, one day he died and my
dad and uncle jerked the hindquarters for the
dogs. It was strung out along the barb wire
fence near the horse trough. A few days later,
a couple of cowboys from another outfit rode
in to get a drink and water their horses. You
guessed it, they spied the jerky and shoved
some in their chap pockets. They were
already eating it when my mother hollered
and told them what it was.

Talk about up-chucking, they sure did. It
was quite a joke around for some time—those
cowboys were really mad.

Being a small kid at the time, I couldn't see
the funny side so clear, but the folks and all
really enjoyed it.

C.T.CARRETT,
Onyx, California.

Interesting Images . . .

The clay female figures shown in Merle
Graffam's "Death Desert Images" (Desert,
June 1978) are identical to prehistoric god-
dess images found in Europe, Greece and
other areas of the Mediterranean. The simil-'
arity is astonishing. (See illustrations in "The
Great Mother" by Erich Neumann, Princeton
University Press, 1963.)

These figurines —some of which are more
than 4,000 years old —represent the great
E:arth and Moon Goddesses who appear to
have been worshiped in all early cultures.
They are precursors of the great Babylonian
Ishtar, Egyptian Isis, Greek Demeter and
Artemis, and Roman Ceres and Diana.

It is intriguing to consider that the same
kinds of images were made, and perhaps a
similar form of goddess worship was prac-
ticed by prehistoric people in our own
S.outhwest.

I would like to see more articles on this
subject.

MIMETTE EHRENFREUND,
La Jolla, California.
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Calendar of "Events
This column is a public service and there is no
charge for listing your event or meeting—so take
advantage of the space by sending in your an-
nouncement. We must receive the information
at least three months prior to the event.

SEPTEMBER 16 & 17, Mother Lode Mineral-
ites' Gem & Mineral Show, Gold Country
Fairgrounds, Auburn, California. Free admis-
sion, parking, camping, field trip.

SEPTEMBER 23 & 24, Centinela Valley Gem
and Mineral Club's "Harvest of Gems"
show, Hawthorne Memorial Center, El Se-
gundo Blvd., and Prairie Ave., Hawthorne,
Calif. Dealers, displays, demonstrations,
prizes. Ample free parking.

SEPTEMBER 23 & 24, 38th Annual Show of
the Los Angeles Lapidary Society, "March of
Gems" at the Brentwood Youth House, 731
South Bundy, south of San Vicente. Dealer
spacefilled.

SEPTEMBER 23 & 24, Carmel Valley Gem &
Mineral Soceity, Monterey Co. Fairgrounds,
Monterey, Calif. "19th Jubilee of Jewels."
Dealer spacefilled.

SEPTEMBER 23 & 24, 10th Annual Bottle
Show and Sale presented by San Bernardino
County Historical Bottle and Collectible Club.
San Bernardino Convention Center, 303
North " E " Street. Adult donation, 50c.
Information: 714-884-6596.

SEPTEMBER 23 & 24, 12th annual "Magic in
Rocks" show sponsored by the El Monte Gem
& Mineral Club, Inc., Masonic Lodge, 4017
N. Tyler Ave., El Monte, Calif. Dealers,
displays, demonstrations. Free admission
and parking. Dealer space filled.

Inflation on the Reservation . . .
I enjoy the Desert Magazine very much.

My grandson shares his copy with me.
I liked the article about Taos, New Mexico,

in the June issue, but I believe your informa-
tion is a bit outdated. You state that the Taos
Pueblo is open to visitors, and there is a
visitors fee of $1.50 which includes a pictures
taking permit.

I was there the 26th of May, 1978 and I was
with a tour group, so I do not know what the
entrance fee was, but I do know that I had to
pay $5.00 for a permit to use a super 8 movie
camera and other members of our group paid
$2.00 for a permit for a still camera. We were
also instructed not to take a close-up of any
Indian without getting his permission and
also paying for the privilege. The last part I
agree with but I do think the permit is out of
reason.

FRANCES EDWARDS,
Moreno, California.

SEPTEMBER 30, "Recreation in Rocks,"
sponsored by the Peninsula Gem and Geology
Society, San Antonio Shopping Center, 2550
El Camino West, Mountain View, California.
No dealers. Club sales of cutting material,
jewelry and novelties. Geode cutting.

SEPTEMBER 30-OCTOBER 1, "Nature's
Jewel Box," sponsored by the Napa Valley
Rock & Gem Club, Inc., Napa Town and
Country Fairgrounds, 575 Third St., Napa,
Calif. Dealers, demonstrations, drawings.
Donation 50c. Easy parking and camping fa-
cilities on the grounds.

OCTOBER 3-15, The Fresno Gem and
Mineral Society, Inc., presents their 25th
Annual Show at the Fresno Dist. Fair,
Industrial Arts Building at the Fairgrounds
located at East Kings Canyon Road and
Chance Ave., Fresno, Calif. Admission to
Fair covers admission to show.

OCTOBER 7 & 8, Searles Lake Gem and Min-
eral Society's 37th annual Cem-O-Rama, Re-
creation Hall, Trona, Calif. Camping, field
trips, dealer space filled.

OCTOBER 7 & 8, "Back Country Arts Festi-
val" sponsored by the Community United
Methodist Church of Julian, California. Show
to be held at the church. Admission free.

OCTOBER 7 & 8, Bisbee Mineral Show of
1978, National Guard Armory, south of Bis-
bee, Arizona near the junction of Naco High-
way and Highway 92. Exceptional displays,
special programs. Admission $1.00, children
with adults free.

OCTOBER 7 & 8, Mohave County Gemston-
ers 8th Annual Gem and Mineral Show. Mo-
have County Fairgrounds, Kingman, Ariz.
Dealers. Chairman: John Sourek, Kingman,
Arizona 86402.

OCTOBER 13-15, Tucson Lapidary & Gem
Show sponsored by the Old Pueblo Lapidary
Club, Tucson Community Center Exhibition
Hall, 350 South Church St., Tucson, Arizona.
Exhibits, dealers, demonstrations. Admission
$1.00-children under 12 free with adult.

OCTOBER 14 & 15, Annual Show "Rock
Trails West" sponsored by the Campbell
Gem and Mineral Guild, Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds, San Jose, California. Dealers.
Chairman, Ralph Quain, Box 552, Los Gatos,
California 95030.

OCTOBER 14-22, 3rd Annual Gem and
Mineral and Handcraft Hobby Show, Sports-
man's Club of Joshua Tree, 6225 Sunburst,
Joshua Tree, California. For information,
write P. O. Box 153, Joshua Tree, Calif.
92252.
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His living Creation

Behold the Waters Creatures Great & Small This Great Land His Living Creation

In the Beginning

F t *

The Psalms We See

Eternal Light

Seven Magnificent
Titles in the
Good Book
Family Series.
These critically acclaimed books connbine exceptional color

photography with inspirational verse and scriptural passages.

Extensive full color printing, 8V2" x 11 ",64 pages.

Featuring the artistry of David Muench,
long-time contributor to Desert Magazine,
and other outstanding photographers, these
high quality books will bring delight to all
who view them. The photos speak for them-
selves and are enhanced by selected inspir-
ational verse and scriptural passages.

Browning, Emerson, Keats, Longfellow,
Thoreau, Whitman and many, many more
come together in this unique offering. Sold
individually at $4.95 each, or as a set of 7
for only $29.95. Please use the order form
below.

Please send us the books indicated below:

Behold the Waters 4.95-
Creatures Great & Small 4.95-
Eternal Light 4.95-
His Living Creation 4.95^
In The Beginning 4.95-
The Psalms We See 4.95-
This Great Land 4.95-

The Complete Set 29.95.

Calif. Res. add 6% tax
Postage/handling-

TOTAL ENCLOSED.

ORDER FROM

Dot/EL
.50

MAGAZINE BOOK SHOP
P.O. Box 1318,
Palm Desert, California 92260

SHIPTO:.

Address .

City State^ Zip-



EXPLORING OLD CALIFORNIA AND BAJA
Great Heading from

Copley Bosks, La Jolla, Calif.

The Cove Paintings of Baja California
A dazzling report on a vast array of the great murals of
an unknown people, filled with pages and pages of full
color reproductions. A handsome book written by Harry
Crosby. List price $18.50.

The King's Highway in Baja California
Retracing the ancient Mission Road for the first time in
100 years. A fascinating report of exploration in se~"L

for the trail of the padres in neighboring
California. Beautifully illustrated with photogrc
sketches, maps. Cloth. 182 pages. List price $14.50

. • <•

^Jfiir*'

" Ania Conquers The Desert
A vivid portrayal of Captain Juan Bautista de Anza s
conquest of the Great Desert—an arid wasteland that
had impeded the northern advance of the Spanish
Empire for 200 years. List price $12.50.

TJBOB COJ.ORFBI. 1
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- The Colorful Sufferfieid Overland Stage
A story in art and text on how the West was first linked
to the East. This book depicts the California section, by
far the most colorful of the entire route. A new and
revised edition of the popular book of the famed
paintings by Marjorie Reed Creese which are accompa-
nied by a text for each illustration. List price $6.50.

Our Historic Desert
The beauty, lore and history of America's largest state
park — the Anza-Borrego Desert. Munificent photo-
graphs . . . many in full-page color . . . trails and
sketches. A thoughtful gift for those who love the desert.
List price $10.50.

ORDER TODAY FROM

Desert Magazine
Book Shop

Box 1318,
Palm Desert, California 92260

Please add 50c for postage/handling
Calif, residents add 6% state sales tax




